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Sawmill jobs thi-eoiened here 
TERRACE- -As  many as 100 
jobs would be lost at Skcena 
Sawmills here if parent Eurocan 
haste open a Prince Rupert saw- 
mill it bought last year. 
Eurocan bought the bankrupt 
Wedeene River mill and ac- 
companying forest licence in Au- 
gust 1991 with the understanding 
it would open up by this Novem- 
ber. 
But the amount of wood avail, 
able to Eurocan for its northwest 
mills at the time of the purchase 
has since declined, company offi: 
cial Bruce MacNico! said last 
week. 
And the only way it could oper- 
ate the Wcdeene mill is to lake 
wood dedicated to Skeena Saw- 
mills, he said. 
" I f  we operated in Prince 
Rupert on one shift, we would 
have to cut Terrace by one shift," 
MacNicol continued in estimating 
the potential job loss here at 100 
positions. 
"There would be no overall in- 
* Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht agrees with 
the position of Eurocan. And he's said so in a letter to 
forests minister Dan Miller. You'll find that story on 
Page A6. 
crease in employment. 
would probably be 
decrease,,' he said. 
As  it is, Skeena Sawmills al- 
ready has to buy approximately 
250,000 cubic metres of wood a 
year over and above its own 
quota, MacNicol said. 
" I f  we have to run Prince 
Rupert, we would be looking at 
buying an additional 450,000 
cubic metres." 
He said it doesn't make much 
sense to open a closed mill at the 
expense of one already operating. 
"We would be looking at 
There * The Prince Rupert decision also affects longer term 
a net plans for the Skeena Sawmills operation here. That 
story is also on Page A6. 
laying off long term people here. 
Prince Rupert is beyond commut- 
ing distance," said MacNicol. 
Eurocan has written forests 
minister Dan Miller asking that 
the original requirement to run 
the ' Prince Rupert mill • be 
removed for at least two or three 
years. 
The comp~iny has a letter on file 
from the provincial government 
indicating the requirement could 
be waived if it could provide rea- 
SOILS. 
Eurocau does want to use the 
Prince Rupert mill site as a log 
sorting yard and has 32  people 
chipping wood there for pulp use. 
The decline in wood available 
for milling came from several 
areas. 
A decision to log the Kitlope 
area south of Kitimat, it's in 
Eurocan's TFL No. 41, has been 
put off until 1995. 
The Khutzeymateen region 
north of Prince Rupert, it's in the 
Wedeene forest licence bought by 
Euroean, has been frozea because 
of wildlife and wilderness values. 
Eurocan is also expecting 
reductions in its annual allowable 
cuts in the northwest and 
anticipates there could be further 
reductions because of land 
claims. 
"There're just too many un- 
knowns in the timber supply that 
need to be ironed out before the 
picture is a little clearer. It's 
changed so much over the last 
year," MacNicol said. 
He said operating the Wedeene 
mill would be marginal at best 
even without the timber reduc- 
tions. 
Opening the mill would require 
$4 million in expenditureswhile 
$14 million would be heeded to 
cut larger dlamater wood than it 
can now, he said. 
Bringing the mill up to  two 
lines, one for smaller logs aud the 
other for larger ones, would cost 
more than $30 million. 
MacNicoi said there's :support 
for Eurocau's position in Kitimat 
and in Terrace. 
The mill was built by Wedeene 
River Contracting at a cost of $15 
million and opened in May 1988. 
But its inability to cut large 
diamater logs attd a restriction on 
log exports combined to reduce 
cash flow attd increase xpenses. 
Debts of nearly $20 million 
were amassed before it went into 
receivership n the fall of 1990. 
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Queensway to vo le  in 'spring 
College keeps 
its autonomy 
TERRACE - -  Northwest Com- 
muoity College retains control of 
its university-transfer p ograms 
under an agreement reached with 
the University of Northern B.C. 
The details of the agreement, 
reached Nov. 18, were released 
last week after being ratified by 
the college board and UNBC's 
Interim Governing Council. 
It states that the college will 
coutinue to offer its first- attd 
second-year courses. UNBC will 
offer third- and fourth-year 
courses here. 
The university may offer other 
first- and second-year courses, 
but "only following joint discus- 
s ions with the college." 
C011ege P.~d u.,niv~l!y p.ffi.eja!.s 
• pl-aisedthe'~deai'l~f,~eek as a-n 
"expansion of Iflgse~" educati0h 
opportunities in the region." 
Northwest Community College 
president Don Anderson said it 
doesn't erode the college's in- 
tegrity. 
He said UNBC officials had in- 
dicated they would be unable to 
offer courses unless there were a 
miuimum 25 students per class. 
Auderson said 70 per cent of 
courses the college presently of- 
fers are run with class sizes 
smaller than 25. 
"I really don't care who offers 
what as long as it's available," he 
said. 
Likewise, Anderson said, it 
would have been foolish to dupli- 
cate programming. 
"What we've come up with is 
the only thing that makes any 
sense," he added. 
Sewer line not tied Thornhill 
TERRACE - -  Thornhill resi- If the Kitselas band subdivision would pump into the gravity-fed Thornhill at a reasoitable cost in 
dents won't be asked to subsidize off Queensway Ave. decides to main line. the future. 
a proposed $2.8 million Queens- join the system, the cost per And if the Thornhiil vote also "That's the dream. Maybe it's 
way sewer system, saysThornhill householder would come down passes, an oversize gravity-fed just a dream but we're going to 
regional district director Les Wat- by at least $80 per year. main sewer line would be in- give it a try. " 
mough. And homeowners who already stalled, capable of allowing the The project would also include 
The new sewer system will have an approved septic tank to rest of Thornhill to connect tothe pumphouses and a sewage treat- 
stand or fall depending on how hook up with would also save system in future years, ment plant on the Skeena River 
Queensway votes in a referendmn money, perhaPs faciug a cost as "We're looking forward to the below Kirsch's Island. 
this spring, he Said. low as $539 per year. future of Thornhill," Watmough Homeowners will also be 
And the price to Queensway Watmough stressed that those said. "Aatd in the futureThornhill responsible for upkeep and 
voters will be the same regardless numbers are tentative and subject will require a new sewer sys- maintenance of their septic tanks. 
of whether the rest of Thornhill to change, adding residents are tern." But the alteruative ~ a straight 
approves a one-time •$172 tax hoping ['or a further reduction in Installing the oversize sewer gravity-fed system ~ would have 
levy for an oversized sewer line the price, line now, at the same time the been far too expensive. 
big enough for a future Thornhill Watmough said the system will Queensway system is built, will Regional district directors have 
system, be a low-pressure, gravity-fed save Thornhill voters lots of been hopingto set the referendum 
That price could be as much as system, money down the road, he said. date for many months, but have 
$686 per homeowner every year Each house would pump out Watmough said the hope is the delayed it. 
for 20 years, Watmough said. sewage to its septic tank. But in- oversize line would help the They're now aiming for a mid- 
"That's the worst case stead of pumping into a septic Kithnat-Stikine regioual district February referendum, but that 
scenario," he added, field from there, the septic tank install a system for the.. rest of date could also be setback. 
Engineers are looking for ways 
to cut the costs further, Wat- 
mough explained, adding he 
doesn't hold out much hope of 
that happening. 
"It 's a good deal for people but 
it's going to be a tough sell, be- 
cause the costs are high." 
He says it's a good deal because 
Thomhill is getting a 75 per cent 
provincial government subsidy 
"something that basically nobody 
else in the province is getting." 
"This is as low as it goes," 
Watmough added. '"Ibis is the 
cheapest you'll ever get it. 
"Grab it now or next year it'll 
be more." 
Watmough said he has no idea 
what the regional district will do 
if voters reject a tax increase to 
pay for the sewer system. 
The agreement also provides for 
joint development of ten degree 
opportunities with UNBC. 
They are: 
• A four-year Bachelor of 
Science degree. 
• Three Bachelor of Arts de- 
grees - -  one general, one in the 
humanities discipline and one in 
the social sciences discipline. 
• Bachelor of  Nursing degree. 
• Bachelor of Social Work. 
• Bachelor of  Natural Resource 
Management - -  Forestry. 
• Bachelor of  Business Admin- 
istration. 
• A two-year Associate of Arts 
degree. 
• A We-year Associate of 
Sgi~n~ degTee. 
The two-year associate degrees 
would be issued by Northwest 
Comtnunity College. 
The nursing, social work, 
forestry and business administra, 
tion programs would be 
"laddered." NWCC would pro- 
vide the initial few years instruc- 
tion attd UNBC would provide 
the courses to complete the de- 
gree. 
Still in the working stage are 
proposals for an applied science 
and technology degree program 
based in Kitimat. 
According to the agreement, 
UNBC would be prepared to ac- 
cept students into its third-year 
courses for the nursing and busi- 
ness administration laddered de- 
gree programs in the fall of 1994. 
Its applied technology, forestry 
and social work courses would 





TERRACE - The city has ap- 
pointed its new zone co- 
ordinator for the Provincial 
Emergency Program (PEP). 
A resident for the past two 
years, Kelly Gilday first got 
involved with emergency 
response in 1986 through the 
B.C. provincial ambulance 
service. 
That experience, 'he says, 
sparked an Interest which 
has since seen him take a 
number of related courses. 
His qualifications Include 
being a certified fire fighter 
training officer, first aid and 
CPR instructor and emer- 
gency medical attendant. 
"Ordinary 
people.., by margin 
of ahnost 5 to 1 want 
the ability to vote on 
issues of major 
importance." 
OPINION .:. A5 
Bad guys 
, Kitimat's industries 
are the area's  most 
consistent polluters, 
NEWS .:. A7 
I 11111111 
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1992: THE YEAR IN R VIEW 
JANUARY 
A MASSIVE  avalanche on Thornhill Mountain claimed the lives of 
two snowmol~ilers. Perrie Turner and Peter James Dobler were killed in 
the first fatal snowmobiling accident in Terrace. 
THE TR IBAL  Resources Investment Corporation (Tricorp) official- 
ly opened its doors in Terrace. The Prince Rupert based company 
lends money at market rates to new or existing businesses owned by 
qatives. 
PLANS TO EXPAND the library were scaled down, frustrating li- 
brary board members. Construction was also delayed, and will not 
likely start until the spring of 1993. 
When the expansion vSas first proposed, it was to cost $1.2 million. 
New estimates for the scaled down plans are $i.54 million. The library 
board is concerned that the needs of the Terrace area will now not be 
adequately met. 
SEVENTEEN Halliwell residents uffered severe flooding follow- 
ing record rainfall during November and December. 
SCHOOL BOARD trustees decided to go on a $1.3 million spend- 
ing spree. Localscho01s will receive computers, books, furniture, 
phone lines attd class room resources.'. 
The school distric t saved money last year when Victoria cancelled the 
dual-entry kindergarten system. Revenue was up because a board of- 
fice cmnpnter system change resulted in later-than-usual payment of 
bills, and the d.istrict consequently received more interest. 
\ 
THE WHEELS that could See a youth Safe House established here 
have been set in motion, according to Family Court committee chair 
Lynda Breifcld. The Safe House would meet the needs of "youth at 
risk" such as the homeless and runaways. 
Young people would be offered a safe place to go and one where they 
could also learn some basic skills. A needs assessment survey which is 
to be completed in June, will help the organizers construct a detailed 
proposal, which will then be presented to government. 
C ITY  COUNCIL  refused to fund two projects which would have 
allowed local developer Stan Shapitka to develop a 147-1ot sub- 
division on land above Lanfear Hill and west of Mountain Vista'Drive. 
Shapitka said the council appeared to want the estimated $500,000 in- 
creased tax base the sub-division would bring without spending one 
nickel. Council member Danny Sheridan said the city was not willing 
to subsidize developers. 
DESP ITE  A $3.5 million drop in the total value of building permits 
issued last year, the city permits director, Bob Lafleur said this is not 
the signal of a downward trend. Projects with an estimated value of $10 
million are already in the works this year. 
A DELEGATION from northwestern B.C. travelled to Prince 
George to attack the centralization of the University of Northern B.C. 
decision-making in Prince George. Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce members noted that this region has not seen any benefit 
from the UNBC money allocated by Victoria. 
FEBRUARY 
, KEl~/IANO'S"O'ffpO'liefits"ahdb-60~f~~'~tli'~lh~d'v'|6foi~frb~"a ~ 
'Supreme Court ruling on Alberta's Oldman River dam. 
Rivers Defense'Coalition chair Pat Moss said the decision states fed- 
• eral Environmental Assessment Review Process (EARP)guidelines 
have the force of law - eliminating one of Alcan's main arguments why 
its billion-dollar Kemano Completion Project shouldn't undergo a full 
environmental review. 
Alcan officials claimed the judgment limits the jurisdiction of the De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans to order environmental reviews. The 
EARP process does not fit the Kemano Completion Project' according 
to Company vice-presideutBill Rich. 
THORNHILL 'S  Sewage problems put the Terrace area on the 
provincial pollution concert1 list for the first time. 
The Kitimat.Stikine region was cited for sewage ffluent from Thorn- 
hill homes. Raw sewage surfaced in local ditches and backyards, and 
backed up in residences due to high water tables, poor soil conditions 
and slow percolation. 
SUMMIT  SQUARE apartments were put up for sale by 
Roseholm Holdings. The 94 apartments were first offered to current 
renters as individual condominimn homes, and then opened to outside 
investors. 
GERALD AMOS was re-elected as chief councilor of Kitamaat 
Village. The Hasila leader won a substantial 163-127 victory over 
challenger Albert Robinson on January 21. 
MAYOR Jack Talstra travelled to Victoria to determine: if the 
.provincial government would approve the Orenda Forest Products plan 
to build a pulp and paper mill south of Lakelse Lake; 
t 
7" 
y ,; ,,.:. ,::!'= ~'~, 'i~  
DINA WILLIAMS won the national Aboriginal Heroes writing con- 
test and went to Ottawa to collect her prize. 
A PAVING PROGRAM that would commit axpayers to spend- 
ing $50 million over the next 25 years was blasted by council members 
Mo Takhar and Danny Sheridan. 
The program would have made gravel streets and roadside ditches a 
thing of the past. Council members abandoned the idea because it 
would have required a 13 per cent tax increase. 
CONSTRUCTION of a new $2.3 million correctional centre was 
approved and construction began in the summer. The centre will be lo- 
cated on a parcel of industrial land between Keith Avenue and the CN 
railway tracks. The correctional centre is currently in a former motel on 
Hwyl6. The new property will include a larger area for the small-scale 
logging operation at which inmates work. 
BOBSEIN CRESCENT resident Chris Clark stands beside a sign 
warning of the dangers of raw sewage found in nearby ditches. 
Tests found high colliform counts in the area. After lengthy negoti- 
ations, the ministry of municipal affairs agreed to a 75 per cent 
subsidy of the proposed new sewer project. Voters must approve 
the project next year before construction can begin. 
MARCH 
DANIEL  HEROUX,  Emmanuel Cenilagoya and Andre 
Dncharme were charged with attempted murder following a stabbing 
incident near Oil's Place at Lakelse Lake. 
Michael Chayer of Lakelse Lake was stabbed in the chest; 
TESTS OF ditch water near Bobsein Crescent showed fecal 
coliform levels more than 1,000 times above levels at which beaches 
are closed. 
Raw sewage surfaced in ditches and fields in the Queensway area 
subdivision because of poor soil conditiolm and a high water table. 
Bobsein residents continued to lobby Victoria for extra money to 
build 'a $5 million sewer system. 
: A PROVINCIAL  study found the forest industry provides 34 per 
cent of all the income earned in the Terrace-Kitimat rea, and accounts 
for 41 per cent of all industrial activity in the, same area. 
In all, the" study indicated th% forest industry is the dominant 
¢Jpploy.er, as, it proyjgles moreA!~an~59,~r c t..pf,all the jobs~ "~v¢} ~ 
200 communmes m B.C . . . . .  ~ 
MUNIC IPAL  affairs minister Robin Blencoe offered to contribute 
75,per cent of the total cost of a proposed $5 million sewer system for 
residents of Bobsein Crescent. 
Members of the Bobsein-Queensway Action Committee were not 
satisfied with the offer, since each homeowner would still be left with a 
$718 annual bill for 20 years. 
PREDIC'q'IONS for a record amount of construction i  1992 were 
confirmed by city building inspection depar~anent figures. 
Building permits valued at almost $1.6 million were issued in Febru- 
ary. 
Single family housingstarts are up dramatically from last year, with 
14 permits worth $1.77 million issued so far. 
CORE DRILL ING at the west of Hailiwell confirmed the 
presence of an underground clay "bowl". 
Test drilling was carried out after Halliwell residents appeared at a 
January council meeting to complain about he situation. 
All the test holes hit clay after initially pushing through a layer of 
sand/gravel. 
APRIL 
AN environmental evaluation at Alcan's Kitimat aluminum smelter 
confirmed that the smelter violates its waste management permits in 
two key areas. 
Effluent discharges into Douglas Channel periodically exceed permit 
limits for pH, dissolved fluorides and iron. 
The other area of consistent violation is air pollution. Particulate dust 
and sulphur dioxide emitted by the smeiter's coke calciner sometimes 
exceed permit limits. 
The study also recognized that Alcan spent $700,000 to divertef- 
fluent to a holding lagoon, instead of into Moore Creek.. 
ONE OF S IX  stolen native Indian artifacts that spawned an inter- 
national search turned up in Terrace. 
The artifacts .- four bracelets, a broach and a carved mask of a 
woman -- were stolen in September 1990 from Prince Rupert's Muse- 
um of Northern B.C. 
COUNCIL MEMBERS declared April 1Tanner  persona non 
grata Day. 
Liberal MLA Clive Tanner objected when Skeena MLA Hclmut 
Giesbrecht attempted to formally introduce Shelley O'Brien, Miss Ter- 
race, to the provincial legislature. 
UNDER SIEGE: Renegade Kltselas band members carried out a resign after the disclosure of financial irregularities regarding the 
lengthy protest and called on chief councillor Ralph Wright to band's federally subsidized hnu.qing project. 
THE HEAD OF the Skeena Health Unit said failure to find an un- 
derground source of drinking water would force tile community to rely 
heavily on the Skeena River for drinking water. 
This would I end to more cases ofg ia rd ia  ~ beaver fever - -  since the 
river is fed by run-off water which can be contaminated by g iard ia  
cysts. 
HOMEOWNERS in Thornhill and the region's other 
unincorporated areas will see their property tax rates go up an average 
of 14 per cent this year. 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district directors approved a $1.93 miUion 
tax levy in their $5.8 million 1992 budget on March 28. 
APPROVAL in principal was given tothe Orenda Forest Products 
plan to build a pulp and paper mill south of Lakelse Lake. 
Orenda's mill will produce 173,000 tonnes of magazine-quality paper 
a year using 183,000 cubic metres of pulpwood and 23,000 tonnes of 
A CORONER'S  report stated that  doctors didn'.t-treati internal" 
bleeding 'quickly enough inthe ~se*~of a i9.year~oid~MyfiliGi0rge, 
who d ied here  • o f  abortion complications . . . . .  
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1992: THE YEAR IN REVIEW 
NISGA'A  and govenunent 
negotiators failed to come to an 
interim agreement on resource 
extraction i  the Nass Valley. 
The Nisga'a people have a land 
claim on the area which covers 
24,862 square kiiometres which 
dates back to 1886. 
A settlement is supposed to be 
reached in spring of next year. 
In the meantime, Nisga'a chiefs 
claim more than 80,000 truck- 
loads of lumber leave the valley 
every year, and profits don't stay 
in the region. 
WOOD RUSTLERS stole 
several hundred dollars worth of 
timber from small business logger 
Gilles Bruneau. 
This was not an isolated inci- 
dent, and the forest ministry has 
recently prosecuted two people 
for firewood theft. 
Not mdy does the small busi- 
ness logger lose money, but the 
province loses stu,npage fees on 
MAY 
the stolen wood. 
DANA JOHANSON was 
crowned Miss Terrace, on May 9. 
She was joined by first princess 
Jodi Coulter and second princess 
Karl Allen. ,4atgela Pannar was 
named Miss Talent. 
This was the last year the 
pagent would be restricted to 
Rupert grew by 5.5 per cent for 
16,620 people. 
THE N ISGA'A  Memorial 
Lava Bed Park opened in May, 
commemorating the destruction 
of two Nisga'a villages where as 
many as 2,000 Nisga'a ancestors 
lost their lives. 
The park covers 17,683 hec- 
driven car event at the Fifteenth 
UBC Physics Olympics in Van- 
couver. 
THE KERMODE Friend- 
ship Society received a $25,000 
grant from the education minis- 
try. 
A native culture program for lo- 
cal schools will be developed 
with the money. 
A FORMER TERRACE 
man, Buddy Potter, now of 
Courtenay, was killed when his 
young women. Next year's win- 
ner will be Terrace's youth am- 
bassador, and could be male or 
female. 
THE C ITY 'S  populatiml 
grew by 8.6% to 11,433 between 
1986 and 1991. 
Terrace had the highest growth 
rate of the three largest 
municipalities in the northwest. 
The population of Kitimat grew 
by one per cent over the five 
years to 11,305, whi:le Prince 
tares, including all of the lava four-wheel-drive pickup truck 
bed. failed to negotiate a curve on a 
N INE-YEAR-OLD Dina steep trail in Thornhill attd 
Williams was one of five top win- 
ners from across the country in 
the Aboriginal Heroes Writing 
Contest. 
She wrote a story about her 
hero - -  her mother Ella Quock. 
She flew to Ottawa in June to 
collect a $100 prize. 
CALEDONIAphys ics  stu- 
dents took first place in the mass- 
plunged 200 feet down an exn- 
bankment. 
MORE THAN 300 people 
marched to protest pending health 
care costs. 
Mills Memorial Hospital an- 
nounced earlier taht it had to 
close 22 of its 89 beds and cut 10 
staff positions because of a 
budget freeze. 
JUNE 
THE F IRST group of Voyageur Canada travellers arrived from 
Quebec. They were from the riding of Berthier-Montealm and their trip 
here was part of Canada's 125 celebrations. 
K IT IMAT residents voted down a proposal to call Terrace at no 
long distance charge in return for paying extra on their monthly bill. 
B.C. Tel asked Kitimat residents to vote because 60 per cent of their 
long distance calls are to Terrace. 
TERRACE reclaimed the title for the lowest vacancy rate in north- 
ern B.C. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation figures how the 
city's vacancy rate fell in April to 1.0 per cent, down from 1.7 in Octo- 
ber, 1991. 
THE TERRACE District Teachers Union elected its first woman 
president. Cathy Lambright ook over from outgoing president Rob 
Brown on July 1. 
RODEO RIDERS from across the province, and city slickers from 
across the northwest came to the annual Kispiox Valley Rodeo. 
THE THREAT of closing 22 of 89 beds at Mills Memorial hospi- 
tal prompted volunteers to hand out mail-in cards for people to sign. 
The cards were addressed to health minister Elizabeth Cull, and offer 
strong objections to the bed closures. 
K ITSELAS BAND members living in the Gitaus housing sub- 
division withheld rent money in another bid to force band leaders to 
resign. Protesting band members -- who had been calling for the resig- 
nation of chief Ralph Wright and administrator Brian Seymour since 
April 22 -- hoped the rent boycott would ['orce the band council to step 
down. 
Voting change protested 
TERRACE ~ City council has 
fired off a letter to municipal af- 
fairs minister Robin Blencoe 
protesting proposed changes to 
election rules. 
Under proposed amendments to 
the Municipal Act, property 
owners who were not permanent 
residents of the community would 
no longer be allowed to vote 
there. 
That would mean Terrace resi- 
dents with property at Lakelse 
would not be allowed to vote in 
elections or referendums affect- 
ing Electoral Area C of the 
regional district, said alderman 
Danny Sheridan. 
Yet they would still be expected 
to pay taxes to the district. 
The other rule change which 
Sheridan described as "the 
greater evil" would see the aboli- 
tion of the present residency 
qualification for voting in a local 
election. 
The Municipal Act now re- 
quires a person to have lived in a 
community for three months be- 
fore they can vote there, he ex- 
plained. 
The amendment would remove 
that requirement. 
Transients would be allowed to 
vote down important referendum 
issues even though they had no 
connection or commitment to the 
commmfity, said Sheridan. 
He urged council to write to 
both Blencoe and Premier Mike 
Harcourt protesting the changes. 
The motion passed unanimously. 
THE FOLLOWING WCB COURSES ARE 
AVAILABLE IN JANUARY, FEBRUARY AND 
APRIL, 1993 IN CAMPBELL RIVER. 
EXECUTIVE SEMINAR 
This one-day seminar addresses the specific concerns 
of managers who must work within WCB guidelinesl 
Cost is $50.00 
January26 • April 6, 1993 
SAFETY COMMITTEE MEMBER SEMINAR 
This one-day seminar is for those whoare on, or work 
with a safety committee. Topics covered include roles 
and duties, how to use WCB regulations, worksite 
inspections, accident investigations and rr orel 
Cost is $40.00 
January 27 • April 7, 1993 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM 
This 3-day course is for supervisors, workers and man- 
agement. The focus is on analys ng, develo#ng, and 
improving occupational safety and health programs. 
Cost is $120.00 
February 2 - 4, 1993 
For  YllOl'e h3[ornladOl3 
and to register, please 
call the Courtenay 
Office of the WCB at 
338-5412 or toll-free at 
1-800-663-79Zl. 
All 3 courses will be 
hen  in Carnpbell River, 
8:30 am - 4:30 pro. 
Registration is limited 
and course fees are 
subject o change. 
WORKERS' 
cOmPENSATION 
" o f  I v  I~ BOAR D ,o~,,, 
WOOD RUSTLERS were cited as an increasing problem in the 
northwest by forests ministry staff like Richard Krupop. 
HEALTH minister Elizabeth Cull visited Terrace and other north- 
west towns to discuss health care funding. During her visit she said 
there should be more regional and local control of health services. 
However Cull defended the decision to freeze hospital budgets and 
challenged hospitals to come up with new ways to spend the money 
they do have. 
ERIC JOHANSON,  manager of Safeway, was named business 
executive of the year by the Chamber of Commerce. Gerry Martin re- 
placed Sharon Taylor as chamber president. 
UNEMPLOYMENT insurance investigators found more than 
$1.1 million in overpayments and penalties was paid outin the north- 
west last year. Abuse was found in half of the 3,000 cases investigated 
and fraud in 531. 
THE L IBRARY expansion referendum passed by a large margin, 
though voters didn't exactly flock to the polls. Only 924 ballots were 
cast within the city, about a 12 per cent turnout. 
THE DEEP CREEK fish hatchery was given a temporary 
reprieve. It was due to close at tile end of June, but instead was given 




The provincial government is moving toward new 
legislation to protect he rights of B. 6". children and 
respond to the needs of today's families. 
The Communi ty  Panel rev iewing  family and chi ld services legis- 
lation in British Co lumbia  has de l ivered two wide- ranging reports  to  
your  provincial  government .  They  out l ine the need for an effective, 
work ing  par tnersh ip  between government  and communi t ies .  Aborigi- 
nal panel  members  conducted a parallel consultat ive process,  and 
demanded a return to their  communi t ies  of the responsib i l i ty  for 
protect ing and nur tur ing  their  chi ldren.  
The Panel 's  264 recommendat ions  wil l  provide the foundation for 
new legislation to ensure communi t ies  have the services and reso.urces 
needed to help keep families together.  
To those British Columbians who part ic ipated in the Communi ty  
Panel review,  thank you for your  valuable input. Wi th  your  cont inued 
interest and involvement ,  we can create a secure and heal thy future 
for B.C. chi ldren and young people.  
The reports  of the panel  - -  Making Changes: A Place to Start and 
Liberating our Children • Liberating our Nations - -  are now available. 
Summar ies  of Making Changes: A Place to Start are avai lable in i~  
French, Chinese,  Hindi, Punjabi, Spanish and V ietnamese.  
If you would like further information, please call 
1-800-663-1251 
or wdte to: 
Legislation Review 
Family and Children's Services 




Honourable Joan smallwood 
Minister of Social Services 
Province of British Columbia 
e 
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The year ahead 
some clues to a final outcome and we'll 
then be able to evaluate it properly. 
We'll also get a better idea of the wood 
supply in the northwest. Serious observers 
of the industry say there is too much mill- 
ing capacity for what is left in the forest. 
Some of the news may not be nice, but it 
will at least do away with a lot of un- 
certainty that has surrounded the industry 
for the past decade up here. 
All of  these economic implications will 
naturally affect the social structure of the 
city and of the northwest. New jobs or new 
kinds of jobs change the make up of an 
area and of its people. 
This will undoubtedly cause worry and 
lead to uneasiness. But the situation is a lot 
different han in past years. The issues pre- 
sented above contain opportunities for 
people to have a say in the eventual out- 
come. Strong public involvement in land 
claims, for instance, will ultimately lead to 
a settlement acceptable to everybody who 
lives up here. 
And that leads to the biggest issue for 
1993 - -  the ability and capability of Ter- 
race and the northwest o take an active 
role in what happens. Change can bring out 
the worst in us. But it can also bring out 
the best. 
If 1992 was a busy year in Terrace, 1993 
will be more so. But it will be busy for dif- 
ferent reasons. This past year marked an 
increase in the commercial and residential 
sector. More services are now located in 
the city, further cementing its position as 
being the major business centre for north- 
western B.C. And more housing increases 
the attractiveness of the city and surround- 
ing area to new residents. 
What's going to happen in the new year 
is a resolution of major issues that will dic- 
tate the economic shape of the northwest 
into the next century. 
We'll know if Orenda Forest Products 
will build its pulp and paper mill south of 
Lakelse Lake. The project has been under 
planning for more than four years now. It 
is finally moving through the various 
government approval processes. Its major 
hurdle for 1993 remains finding the con- 
struction money. 
We should know by spring the broad out- 
line of the Nisga'a land claim settlement. It 
remains a question mark to the great ma- 
jority of people who live in the northwest. 
Some of those questions have been eased 
in the past few months, yet there remains a 
lot of uncertainty. An agreement in princi- 
ple, due in March, will finally give us the 
Road to success 
So, the city wants to set up a lottery to ribbon of smoothness. There could even be 
raise money for community projects. But it some consolation prizes - -  filling in a per- 
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for their time and  
talents. 
/.AT'5 T ql-IDUG T THAT COUNT3,.. 
' ANP I'VE 13EEN THINKING .. . .  




has also wiped"'out'"a Pr0Ppsed~,25~ye_ar :, 
paving plan..,. ,,: . ,  .... ';."' ; 
Why not combine the iwo? Call it Pave 
and Win. Instead of money, the prize is 
some of that luscious asphalt. The success- 
ful winner gets the road paved in front of 
his or her house. If nobody chooses the 
winning number one week, the length of 
gives go' ernrnent 
undeser', ed edge 
VICTORIA- -  What did 
Gordon Wilson say to his wife 
when he came home. Give up? 
"Honey, I shrunk the 
caucus.'" 
The Liberal opposition 
leader did not look a happy 
camper when David Mitchell, 
the Liberal MLA for West 
asphalt increases. 
That'll lead to entire streets combining to 
purchase tickets in the hope for a longer 
son's favourite.p0th01e,&r instance. ~.~ ~ ,, ,-;Vancouver-Ganbaldhasked~:~e 
........ All ,this could do,away: withTthat dreary ',; ;: Speaker.:Ioan Sawicki to.tnakca 
prospect of trying to figure out what streets the necessary arrangements for 
should be paved and when. The luck of the 
draw will decide, ending any nasty 
thoughts of playing favourites. And it will 
end the city's continual pain of raising 
money through taxes. 
If this thing works, the city could extend 
it for a new sewer system. The name? 
Easy. Flush and win. 
Worst isn't over 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sandecki 
When the Thornhill 
Volunteer Firefighters paraded 
down our street Sunday night 
in their annual Christmas 
salute, I felt like a grad stand- 
ing tall in appreciation of my 
teacher's dedicated efforts. 
Only the day before the 
firefighters' carol parade, we 
had moved back into our 
rebuilt home after being 
burned out Sept. 10. We were 
happy to switch on our outside 
lights and exchange nergetic 
waves and "Merry Christmas" 
as the string of decorated fire 
trucks inched past, crew' lined 
up on top like Playschool 
people. 
All day Saturday we had 
moved. Cold and b!owing 
snow discouraged customers. 
By midafternoon, our belong- 
ings were distributed in desig- 
nated rooms to await building 
of closets, cupboards, helves, 
and other space-expanders. At 
last, after three months of con- 
centrated effort, our lives were 
again under one roof, 
For most of us, the carol tour 
is a happy ritual accompanied 
by familiar holiday music 
played at a volume teenagers 
only dream eL Toddlers watch 
wide-eyed as the procession of 
red trucks approaches outlined 
by an aura of flashing lights 
and vibrating Yuletide 
melody. Then, to have a 
firefighter jump down and 
hand out Christmas eandyl It's 
,enough to convince im- 
pressionable youngsters that 
/ 
Tipsters, too, no doubt chew 
their knuckles at the first peal 
of "It Came Upon a Midnight 
Clear". Do they debate with 
themselves whether or not to 
divulge what they know, 
whether to make an 
anonymous phone call to 
Vandal Watch's tip line? A 
$200 reward would buy a 
satisfactory amount of  
Nintendo. And what could be 
easier? 
Unless they'rc so implicated 
in the arson they could be 
charge also. Or the arsonist 
has threatened them should 
they open their mouth, ruin his 
alibi. 
Being burned out of our 
home was traumatic. But for 
us, the worst is over. 
Not so for the arsonist. 
him to sit as an independent 
Member of the Legislative As- 
sembly. 
Having been blind-sided by 
Mitchell's unexpected an- 
nouncement, Wilson tried to 
From the 
Capital / 
sonists, and tipsters with the 
knowledge to turn them in 
Vandal Watch. The entire 
entourage drives by in sec- 
onds. Yet to an arsonists or a 
tipster, those seconds probably 
drag like waiting for word of a 
governor's pardon. 
Arsonists must envy the 
fircfighters. Fire trucks 
flashing four colors of lights 
rather than one meander 
about Thornhill for up to four 
hours, commanding public in- 
terest. An arson fire, if set 
with an accelerant, lasts 15 
minutcs, not counting 
smouldering which may go on 
for days. 
Folks look forward to the 
carol tour; they know well 
ahead when it will happen, A 
wide audience welcomes and 
praises firefighters for their 
generosity in giving up family 
time to freeze and delight 
neighbourhoods. The pro- 
cession is even part of an in- 
ternational holiday. 
By contrast, arsonists must 
operate covertly, strike un- 
expectedly, and waive all pub- 
lic recognition of their accom- 
plishments, In addition, 
by Hubert Beyer 
been severely hampered by the 
bad relations between him and 
Wilson. 
"It has become increasingly 
difficult, if not impossible, to 
effectively serve my con- 
stituents as a Member of the 
Liberal caucus," Mitchell 
said. 
"My constituents expect me 
to be their voice in Victoria. 
Increasingly, attempts have 
been made to silence me. For 
whatever reasons, efforts 
within the caucus to isolate 
me, to hold me back from 
speaking out on issues of im- 
portance, to prevent me from 
addressing the concerns of nay 
riding, have escalated to the 
point where I can no longer do 
my job effectively," he said. 
And in a parting broadside at 
his former leader, Mitchell 
charged that "quarreling and 
petty bickering" have pre- 
vented the Liberal caucus 
from coming together as a 
team. 
"Far more effort seems to 
have been directed toward 
dealing with insecurities and 
paranoia within the Liberal 
caucus than to maintaining a 
much-needed vigil on the 
NDP government," he said. 
It would be tempting to at- 
tribute these rather harsh and 
condemning words to sour 
grapes, but unfortunately, they 
are true. 
The paranoia manifests itself 
in other ways. Liberal caucus 
staff have been instructed not 
to approach Wilson with any 
problem they may have. His 
handlers probably see such a 
move as necessary to insulate 
their charge from petty prob- 
recover, only to make matters 
worse. Instead of silently ac- 
cepting Mitchell's defection, 
Wilson, assisted by Liberal 
House leader Judy Tyabji and 
Gary Farrell-Collins, launched 
into a tasteless and tacky desk- 
thumping. 
While Mitchell's bolting 
came unexpectedly, it is fairly 
• easily explained. Relationsbe- 
tween Wilson and Mitchell 
had been somewhat strained 
right off the start, but they al- 
ways managed to patch things 
up again. 
And then, along came the 
I Unity Referendum which saw 
Mitchell'and Wilson on oppo- 
site sides. Ignoring his leader's 
specific orders not to 
campaign in favor of the Char- 
Iottetown Accord, Mitchell 
threw himself into the fray 
with a Vengeance. 
Campaigning vigorously for 
the yes-side. Mitchell found 
himself on the same stage as 
NDP members of the House 
on several occasions. It was 
more than Wilson's ego could 
swallow, and the relationship 
between the two men took a 
significant turn for the worse. 
Seen in that context, 
Mitchell's decision to sit as an 
independent member of the 
legislature doesn't come as 
much of a surprise. Mitchell's 
remarks at a press conference 
later that day also indicated 
that his role as an MLA had 
lems when, in reality, they are,. 
isolating him from the people 
whose loyalty and support are 
absolutely essential to his 
tenure as leader of the official 
opposition. 
I have on several occasions 
said that the Liberal opposi- 
tion wasn't doing its job. The 
problem has been and still is 
leadership. 
Wilson has been unable to 
weld his caucus into an effec- 
Santa Claus wears yellow they re referred to in unflatter- 
raingear, ing terms, vilified and con- 
I wonder, though, about two demned in absentia. No praise 
othta kinds of observers - -  at- for them. 
rive team, and unless he does 
so soon, his problems will 
only have begun. Further 
defections from h is caucus are 
not only possible, but likely. 
Art Cowie,MLA for 
Vancouver-Quilchena m y be 
next. The embattled Clive 
Tanner, MLA for Saanich 
North and the Islands, is still • 
banned from caucus and may 
decide to sit as an indepen- 
dent. 
Unless Wilson is able to as- 
sert himself as leader and turn 
his caucus into a unified force, 
he may wake up some day and 
no longer be the official oppo- 
sition leader . . . . . . .  
Take this scenario: There are 
now six Socreds and two inde- 
pendents, plus Tanner for a to- 
tal of nine. The Liberals are 
left with 15 members. It only 
takes four more defectors to 
set the stage for a coalition of 
13 against Wilson's remaining 
11 members, leaving Wilson 
as leader of "the third party." 
At a time when the Liberals 
should begin to come across as 
a credible choice in the next 
election, they are barely hold- 
ing together. None of which 
bodes well for the democratic 
process. 
LdE'LLIUb, V~. A )~ KIDDI~G?~ I (  A.WHl'rl~l~AS~ J II i~LLOWF'EM !~[ I St~E'S ~o/'/.~:x~mC,. 
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Chaos, but no record 
TERRACE - -  The heaviest 
snowfall of this winter season 
taxed the company clearing high- 
ways, closed the airport and 
draped everything in a white 
blanket last week. 
Weather office supervisor 
Adrian Van de Mosselaer said 
more than 36cm of snow fell dur- 
ing the Dee. 22-23 storm. 
But, for all the chaos the white 
stuff caused, that figure was 
"way short" of any record, he 
pointed out. 
In fact, Van de Mosselaer said 
it was less snow than was 
deposited uring the storm that 
hit the area Dec. 19-20 last year. 
Colder temperatures kept the 
snow fluffy and relatively easy to 
plow or shovel but that changed 
themorning of Dec. 23 when it 
began to rain. 
And it was the rain that forced 
the closure of the runway at the 
Terrace-Kitimat irport, manager 
Daffy I Laurent explained. 
: He said snow clearing had been 
proceeding normally up until 
then. 
Once the rain began, however, 
• it was decided to abandon plow- 
ingbecause in those conditions it 
would have turned the runway 
into,."an ice rink". 
Crews had waited for the rain 
and wanner temperatures to take 
full effect Laurent said, 'adding 
"It's easier to clear offan inch of 
snow than a half inch of ice." 
Once plowing resumed, what 
was left after clearing was a bare, 
wet and safe runway, he noted. 
Laurent said it was only the see- 
end time he had had to order a 
runway closure in 12 years in the 
business. 
The airport was closure lasted 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and only 
one scheduled flight -- Canadian 
Airlines 556 -- had to be diverted 
to Prince Rupert as a result, he 
added. 
Despite the stonn, he said that 
was one of only three flights that 
"missed" landing at the airport 
last week. 
The others had been Tuesday 
evening's Canadian Airlines 
flight and Wednesday morning's 





made road travel between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert 
impossible last Wednesday. 
Highways spokesman 
Randy Penner said the road 
was first cut by two over- 
night slides just west of Ex- 
chamsiks. 
As crews began clearing 
the blockade, he said more 
snow came down forcing 
work to stop. 
Once avalanche technician 
AI Evenchick gave the go- 
ahead, clearing resumed and 
that section of road was open 
by just after 4 p.m. 
However, the highway 
remained closed because of 
another avalanche which 
came down 85kin west of 
Terrace during the morning. 
Penner said the threat of 
further slides there meant 
clean up could not start until 
Evenchick gave the all-clear. 
That meant waiting for 
temperatures and the freez- 
ing level to drop in the eve- 
ning. 
Also closed by the threat of 
avalanches was the road to 
the Shames Mountain ski 
hill. 
The earlier Air B.C. flight also 
went to Prince Rupert but Laurent 
said the runway was open at that 
thne. 
John Ryan of Nechako 
Northcoast Construction Ser- 
vices, the company clearing area 
roads, said it was running every 
piece of equipment it could at the 
peak of the snowstorm. 
Yet it couldn't hire as much pri- 
vate equipment as it wanted to 
because it had already been com- 
mitted, he said. 
Ryan noted that it is hard to 
find private quipment because of 
the expense of insuring snow 
removal routines and the un- 
certainty over how much they 
might be used over the course of 
a winter. 
The company's own 
sander/plow fleet consists of 11 
tandem trucks and four smaller 
ones in addition to graders and 
suow scoop machinery. 
"The snow turned to rain and 
then it became a real in- 
conveuience to the public," said 
Ryan Dec. 23. 
"It 's been a toug h 24 hours," 
he added in saying Nechako 
'Northcoast crews had been work- 
ing around the clock. 
" I 'm really pleased with the ef- 
fort," said Ryan of his crews. 
"The ferocity of the stonu that 
came through here was such that 
you could have plowed 10 inches 
off the highway, come back three 
hours later and it looked like you 
had never been there at all," said 
Ryan. 
Despite the days of snowfall 
leading up to the last week's 
major dump, Ryan said the com- 
pany's trucks and machinery have 
been rumfing without serious 
breakdowns. 
Highways ministry spokesman 
Randy Penner said Nechako 
North Coast had run into some 
problems with equipment break- 
downs and had a couple of plows 
slide off the road. 
However, none of the incidents 
were serious ones and, given the 
amount of snow they'd had to 
deal with, crews had doue a satis- 
factory job. 
• .. . . . . .  ~;~¢, .~,~,  
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HIGHWAYS CREWS call it the Mack Special. It's a six-wheel drive vehicle used to clear the road to 
ShamesMountain and that's equipment operator Keith Netzel checking the sander on the back. 
Netzel works for Nechako Northcoast, the company hired by the provincial government o maintain 
roads and bridges in the area. Although the Mack Special is good for going uphill, the company 
uses smaller four-ton.~sander/plow trucks for"subdivision' wdrk' because they ~re ea.si6r to '-turn • 
around..It also has tandem',trucks that :car'ry out thi~ .long dlstande Work on ~e Iikjh~ways. 
V;i;nehanges and recall 
occupy local politic=ans 
TERRACE ~ Proposed 
changes to municipal election 
legislation in B.C. has some 
regional district directors 
angry. 
The issue came up at the 
Dec. 12 board meeting, where 
directors debated one pro- 
posed change that would allow 
property owners to vote in 
municipal elections only if 
they live in the community in 
which they own property. 
Harry Nyce said it was time 
such legislation be introduced 
to stop absentee landlords con- 
trolling the political process. 
Other directors, however, 
disagreed, arguing that the 
change strikes at a very basic 
democratic principle: no taxa- 
tion without representation. 
Bob Cooper said property 
owners shouldn't be taxed 
without giving them the vote 
toward electing the people 
who levy the taxes. 
Kitimat director Ray Brady 
queried that logic. 
"Alcan pays 60 per cent of 
the taxes in Kitimat. Should 
Alcan get 60 per cent of the 
votes?" he asked. 
In the end directors agreed to 
disagree, and decided they 
would send individual 
responses to Victoria on the 
proposed legislation, instead 
of a joint response. 
Other changes in the works 
for municipal elections is one 
that would do away with the 
requirement that a person 
reside in the community a 
minimum of three months be- 
fore becoming eligible to vote. 
Some directors were con- 
cemed that transients and 
other short term residents with 
no vested interest could affect 
the outcome of an election. 
Referenda and recall of 
politicians - -  concepts ap- 
proved in principle by 
referendum in the last provin- 
cial election also were a 
topic of debate for regional 
district directors. 
They discussed the issue 
after the North Coast 
Municipal Association asked 
the board for its views on the 
idea of extending recall to city 
aldermen, mayors and school 
board trustees. 
Thornhill director LeD Wat- 
mough called the concept 
"very fine sounding" but said 
implementing it would be in- 
credibly expensive and proba- 
bly undemocratic in the end. 
If implemented, he 
predicted, virtually every 
government of every type in 
the province would within a 
year be ['acing petitions to 
throw them all out. 
He said it would be 
"unworkable.'" 
Hazelton director Pete 
Wecber said he thought it 
would be sour grapes for the 
board to argue against a con- 
cept that had been passed by 
wide majority in provincial 
referendum. 
,Who are we to tell 82 per 
cent of the province's voters 
that they're wrong and we 
know better?" 
Ultimately, a motion that the 
board disagree with the pro- 
posed recall provisions was 
defeated. 
Voting for the motion were 
Watmough, Jack Talstra (Ter- 
race), Darlene Cornell 
(Stewart), Harry Nyce (Nass). 
Opposed were Bob Cooper 
(Terrace), Dave Brocklebank 
(Telegraph Creek), Fred 
Roisum (Hazeltons area), Pete 
WeeDer (Hazlctons), Sandy 
Sandhals (Lakelse Lake), Gra- 
ham Anderson (Kitimat), and 
Alice Maitland (Hazelton). 
Kitimat alderman Ray Brady 
is back in his seat as chairman 
of the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District. 
He was voted in at the 
board's Dec. 12 meeting, 
replacing outgoing chairman 
and Terrace alderman Bob 
Cooper. 
Brady was chairman several 
years ago. 
Re-elected as vice-chairman 
of the board was Thomhill- 
area director LeD Watmough. 





An open letter to: 
Honourable Mike Harcourt 
P.rcmier of British Columbia 
Dear Mr. Premier: 
Political systems composed 
of three or more parties am 
elected with a majority of rep- 
resentatives, but almost uever 
by more than 50 perceut of the 
popular vote. 
A political party cau be 
elected to form a majority 
government even though 60 
perceut of the electorate vote 
for a different party as in the 
case of your goverument. 
This means six out of ten 
British Columbians do not 
share many of your views ou 
some very important issues. 
This is also true of Brian Mul- 
roney's government and mauy 
other provincial goventmeuts. 
Even when a government 
wins office'with more than 50 
)ercent or the popular vote, it 
rarely, if ever, receives cou- 
tinued support and approval at 
those levels as time passes. 
All too often we see in Cana- 
da that our governmeuls have 
an agenda which is in- 
consistent with the wishes of 
the people. For example, more 
than three quarters of Cana- 
dians (by poll) believed that 
property rights should be 
entrenched in our Constitution, 
yet these rights were not in- 
cluded in the Charlottetown 
Accord. 
I have heard you say ,nany 
times Mr. Premier that you 
represent "ordiuary British 
Colunthians" and we accept in 
good faith ,that~,y, qu. b.elieve 
this. 
Our purpose in wi:itiitg is' i f  
remind you that ordinary 
people have the capacity to un- 
derstand complex issues, can 
think for themselves, and by 
margin of almost 5 to 1 want 
the ability tovote on issues of 
major importance. 
We note with interest attd 
enthusiasm that your govern- 
ment has struck.a committee to 
investigate attd report to you 
on matters pertaiuiug to 
referendum and recall, We 
trust h'~s committee's task is to 
provide guidance on the type 
of process ouly and uot on 
whether or not to proceed. 
We hope to see the results of 
this committee's work in the 
not too distant future. 
Yours truly, 







Smokiug prevents crime. 
Alcohol runs into suicide and 
homicide. 
Add our Deficit 
Minus our Enviroumcnt 
Divide our Attitude 
Multiply our Time 
Equal our History 
Welcome our Taxes 
Paul Sharp, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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six points must pay $175. : ~ , , ; : '  . . . . 
a h ~  =a~ ,vt, o . . .~o . .,, ,:.~ ,~ l i ; i ~ ~ '  ~[~l l [~  The man m the picture ts a six-wheel drive. 
- - - - - - -~ i lU l l  , .2, '~ v'~,,-~ ~- ,  , ,~  ,,, ~ ~ . - _  :Wm~ , , r -  , is Keith Netzel. It ts' used to clear tile 
~z4z on Jan. 1. " ' ' mes 
For a person with nine l ~ ~ l ~ A ~  He works for Nechako road to Sha 
. : .. -=~-L  - - - - -~ . "~JBml l~,~, ;~.  . corn  a- Mountain points, the cost will rise, - . ~-- ~:~ Northcoast  That p . 
I twi l i  goto  $500. ~ ~ -  , ny clears the roads and Nechako Northcoast has 
All o f  this is to punish 1 ~  highways. 16 trucks. They :,re used 
The Start is/rOr people drwers who cause acci- [ ~  Ketth starts work at 5 to sand 'the roads and to 
learning he to end. dents. ~ .... a.m, But when tt snows plow, 
7' 
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Giesbrecht 
in.favour of 
.m!!!..p!an fgr kaes°;2ns. 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht backs a 
proposal by Eurocan not to open 
a Prince Rupert mill it bought last 
year. 
Eurocan says it doesn't have 
enough wood to mn the Prince 
Rupert mill and its Skeena Saw- 
mills here. 
Opening the one in Prince 
Rupert would lead to layoffs here, 
"We would be creating two un- 
stable employment situations if 
we do this," said Giesbrecht last 
week. 
"Part of the problemwe're all 
facing in the northwest is a 
shortage of timber and an over 
capacity of milling," said Gies- 
brecht. 
Giesbrecht said not opening the 
Prince Rupert mill would not 
cause economic harm because the 
mill closed raider previous 
owners Wedeene River Coutract- 
ing two years ago. 
The MLA said he has asked 
forests minister Dan Miller to 
remove the .requirement of 
Eurocan to open the Prince 
Rupert mill. 
"It would be a good business 
decision. There is no sense iu 
jeopardizing one stable employ- 
ment situation if only in the hopes 
of creating minimal employznent 
in attother community," said 
Giesbrecht. 
He doubted if Miller, also the 
MLA for Prince Rupert aud area, 
would be in a conflict of interest 
situation in making a decision ou 
the Eurocan decision. 
"It's been suggested that if the 
decision is favourable to Eurocau, 
nobody would say anything about 
it," said Giesbrecht. 
"If the decision were not, he 
(Miller) could be said to be look- 
ing after Rupert's interests. But I 
think there enough checks and 
balances operating out there in 
the bureaucracy and with the 
chie f fq!~ester, ' ' l~e. sa.i.d . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• G,!esbrecht.added that .Miller ....... - 
should favour Eurbcat{'s'position ' .~ i  
. iil ¸ 
If you want relief rom high gas . 6.5L/lO0km city, 5.OL/100km hwy 
prices, check out the sensible . Front discs brakes 
Helmut Giesbreeht Golf Diesel. Drop by for a test drive today• 
• Operates on less expensive diesel @ ~ ) e  
foe, Gol f  I 
• Highwey range of up to lO00km 
between fill-ups $1 ]i 
• Based on muufacUees suggested f~i ixicefor 4-doo(modelv~ S-speed m=ua]~anmisdo¢, 
Miller agreed to that sale, GST,°p~s,f~eightandpe'ddiver/inspedme~a'Dealermaysdlbless" 
resource and provided for long 
tenn security of jobs in the 3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, S35-S717 
Hazelton area. 
if he follows the same logic as 
used in selling the Carnaby mill 
and wood rights to Skeena Cel- 
lulose this past summer. 
:, Help open doors for 
I ~i D'iabetes 
L_~._: Please Volunteer 
Ca11732-1331 or  I 
1,800'665'6526 1
~:::~':, . ',',L,°:o:",'.=;  p._l , ..... ............... I
® 
The B.O. Liquor Distribution Branoh has rec.eived, and Is 
considering, a request for an Agency Liquor Store in the 
community of Meziadin Lake. Agency Liquor Stores may 
be established, generally in conjunction with an existing 
grocery business, for the sale of beer, wine, and spirits in 
packaged form. The program is intended to improve 
service to consumers in small rural communities without 
convenient access to retail liquor outlets. Comments on 
this subject may be made, in writing, to: 
Rural Agency Program : ~ , 
Store Operations Department 
Liquor Distribution Branch 
3200 East Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C., V5M 1Z6 







TERRACE ~ The future of the 
Skcena Sawmills operation here 
is tied to a request by its parent 
not to open a now-dosed mill it 
has bought in Prince Rupert. 
Eurocan wants to spent more 
than $2.5 million in improve- 
ments to Skeena Sawmills. 
That will increase the recovery 
rate of logs it mills and be suffi- 
cient for the next two or three 
years. 
But it can't commit he money 
until the forest ministry decides 
whether or not the company has 
to re-open the Wedeene mill in 
Prince Rupert. 
"We can't spend the money in 
Terrace if we have to start Prince 
Rupert," West Fraser vice presi- 
dent Gary Townsend said last 
week. West Fraser is an equal 
partuer with Enso Forest Products 
in Eurocan. 
Townsend said the two to three 
years of increased recovery 
should also give Eurocan time to 
plan what to do next. 
It has the option of elther com- 
pletely rebuilding Skeena Saw- 
mills or building a new mill in 
Kitimat at a cost of between $43 
million and $70 million. 
"It's ahnost a dead heat in my 
view right now," said Townsend 
of where the new mill might be 
built. 
"I know at this point in time, a 
there's a lot of water yet to go un- 
der the bridge, both have very 
good reasons to have a mill," he 
said. 
The mill ideally should be lo- 
cated closest o the majority of its 
wood supply and where workers 
are available, he said. 
Townsend added that should 
Kitimat be the site of the new 
mill, it is not unreasonable to 
have workers living in Terrace 
commute. 
"There are many, many people 
who commute already from Ter- 
race to Kitimat," h6said. 
CHRYSLER IVlAGI 





Front wheel drive or 
available all-wheel drive 
DODGE SHADOW/PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 
PACKAGE 22D 
I , ~ ~ ~i / ~ [oI~l I I.'I I{~ :I:l I , i[O] d)] III [0] d I~ [~l 
Standard driver's side air bag 
Automatic transmission 
AM/FM 4-speaker stereo 
Deluxe intermittent wipers 
Available anti-lock brakes 
DODGE SPIRIT/PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM 
DODGE/PLYMOUTH COLT GL 
PACKAGE 21A 
Power front disc brakes 
Economical 1.5 litre multi-valve engine 
5-speed manual transmission 
Rear window defroster 
6.9  o,'1,250 
Factory Financ!ng Cash To Youttt 
over 48 months 
Lease wilhnodown *'199 l~rm°nlhf°r 
payment for only months" 
PACKAGE 228 
Add power steering & 
automatic transmission 
,o,,22 7 per only monthtt 
PACKAGE 21B 
Add power steering 
o ;,215 per monthtt 
PACKAGE 22E 
Standard driver's side air bag 
Automatic lransmission 
AM/FM stereo with cassette " 
Tilt steering wheel 
~l' Power remote heated mirrors •~:. 
Electronic cruise control 
Available anti-lock brakes 
250 
Fadory Financ!ng ~Cash To You tit 
over 48 months 
ADVANTAGE:CHRYSLER 
Io°d 'l ,AT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER 
be Comb ned with o'ller offers currant available from Chrysler Program apples to a I new 1992 and 1993 Oodge Caravan Plymou h Voyager and ChP/sler 1'own and Country mode s Purchase must i~ made and aken from dealer Invenlory. NO payment for 120 
tTflla offer may not ' ' ' , 8 for the hrst 90 do s Is nit With St O00 reba e asslgned to des er and $20 000 f naneed °var 48 m°nlhs at 
[ '1 'Jays. Chn/sfer Canada Ltd, will pay nleresf ~ the ff t el rregll~l~a~,..$1,.~ faelory ,re.be!e atrlornali~!ly a,ppl~d to deale[ in, I teu of  down_ paymen/, ~.amp e, 48.mon!~r~vC.O~ L ~'~v o reta b~u~Yrs inanclr~ their purchases through ChrYS er C/edit Canada Lid on approved credit. In I ('~,H RYg iER  I 
mentlsS51920 COB s$49z160 Allpflcee'eXClUOetlconse r gis|a|01 nsurance retgmanolaxes • [a.~$~lUUUUUl, Ut=llyUly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
I C I"i  RYSEER I ~'~:?t AP'~m°nbt~3,p, tY~J 2 Until erminai~  ~hrs e ~'~la I. d t tMon hly raDiO se ou tara 411 month term with no down payment and ,, based on the M SRP_'l'~lL~ling ,rolgl{t for vellldei with tea!u ms dosc~,becla~lSesP~e ',acll,,.Gol ~ KO~ eLeaas~ r  uS~lel ~¢:t°a~a°vn~' mbYsv~P~tt ~e I . . . . . . . . .  "~" I 
/ / ' t3 1992oaf such mess ermnaed Securi do IsmauIrsdosfollows'$22Sfor2 A,$240 o~'2taand$2S5forzzu LcaseSatelorpersenaluseon['/.'-,ommm~-m~,';,!~u~=~.'.u~" _ ';' .,. . .  "1 .~ . . . . . , . .~_ . . . .  . . . . . . . .  Credit Canada Ud, Ii1 effecl from Decorum , ty pas ~ , e se Insursfce is ra ion and taxes and netudea freight, uealer may lease ior Tess. Lessee a msPOnemte ,or ~8rgea,Rn ~,~,~ m.=~, ~u.u,,.m .,L= 
combined wdh any other offer, Down payment may I~. required and .Wouid,reducem(xlthl~/I~ynl,enle, ~!s !s_a ¢ ,Io~_ end !e.asewl!h ~. b~ .back r~l, ulr~2~i~n!hly ,Pa~. e~! e ~  ~c~ m~; ~ be nec~saro~w +trOffers mutuaily exc usive and or personal use only W naiCtrlg for a mexlmum of 48 monlhe subject to apprsval i~ ~rysler C~edd, 
and ear as well as mitea einexcosso l~000kmlo 48monhsa 8~e~$~UWKm~Uuan~[~om1~m~e~rm~a"~e~r~m~yImvuum~I~;~Pn~-~="~"~u~; . ° . °  ~ • .v .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d--rcen'ls°~ 4~8~and t147%~r annum t;asn gack neudot GST In ss 3585onoflth or48monha COB $220800 Toalamoon oberepad'$1720800 Wdh69%APR endS1 25Ombateno taken stauoritymquiredreca¢omleat;.uo expresSeomuc~mrsu, p~ t a,~, .w , ~ , Canacla Ltd. Example: $1~ 000 finareed at 6,9~. kp.R equ $ ly ' ' ' Ke Lease Pr am also available on specific models TheSe offer cancel rep ace and may net be combined v, ffh other offers See Dealer for details 
effect from December 3, 1992 until terminated by Chlyaler Canada Lid, Retail lease vebidea etig~tiIo f r Cash Back only. Apptiea to existing Dealer Invent(x/only, Special Gold y ng . ' - • ' 
M a j O r o n  g o v , t i  n d p o l l  u t e r s  p , u s t r i e s  laced l i s t  
reduce emissions by February. 
Eurocan got a second mention 
on the list for effluent from the 
pulp mill. The flow exceeded 
penni= levels several times, and 
the enviromnent ministry at- 
tributes the incidents to "extreme 
rainfall." 
Methanex Corporation's 
Kitimat ammonia/methanol plant 
made the list for: 
. Twice exceeding permit levels 
for toxic effluent released. 
. Exceeding permitted ammonia 
levels in effluent by more than 
130 per cent because of an in- 
plant spill that was sent to the ef- 
fluent system. 
On the list for the second time 
is the Kithnat-Stikine Regional 
District for the continuing prob- 
lem of septic field failures in 
Thornhill's Queensway subdivi- 
sion, and on Bobsein Crescent in 
particular. ' 
The old Anyox mine north of 
Kincolith also gets mention on 
the list. The old copper, gold and 
silver mine and its giant tellings 
pile have been releasing acid 
mine drainage into the waters of 
Alice Ann for more than 60 
years. 
A company is considering 
reworking the tailings. 
Wcstmin's Premier gold mine 
in Stewart also coutinucd to make 
the list of contaminated sites for 
zinc and cadium leachate coming 
from the old mine workings. 
TERRACE - -  Kitimat's heavy 
industries have all made the latest 
list of the province's worst pol- 
lUters. 
;Alcan's aluminum smelter, 
Eurocan's pulp mill and the 
Methanex methanol plant are all 
named in the latest biannual 
report for "significant non- 
compliance" of their waste man- 
agement permits. 
:AIcan and'Euroean have made 
the non-compliance list every 
time since :the province started 
releasing the reports in July of 
1990. Onlyqwo other B.C. pol- 
luters of the other 259 dperations 
on the list have appeared all five 
i times. 
;Alcan gets mention for exceed- 
ing permitted effluent flows dur- 
i,g periods of high rainfall. Also, 
on  two occasions effluent was 
• more acidic and had more dis- 
s~lved iron that permits allow. 
The alutninum smelter is to come 
up:with~a'new action plan for 
reducing the: pollution by ue'xt 
!i'Eurb~in':i/fiade the list because 
a'ilemissi0n:s from the pulp mill's 
b0ilei" stack exceeded permit 
.leVels for sulphur content several 
times. The mill is to have a new 
i scrubbing system in p lace to 
CORRECTION 
In our 'Boxing Day Sale' flyer the 
'Durecell' Batteries featured on 
page 1 are not as Illustreted. 
However, the descriptions and 
prices are correcL 
We apologize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Umited 
@ 
NEED To KNOW 
SOMETHING ABOUT 
i YoLIR NEW 
.:,_.. cOMMUNITY? 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph"one Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllen 635-3044 
Our hostess will bring gifts and 
greetings, along with helpful 
This weekend enjoy our: 
. ~. .~~ A; 
4736 Lakelse Avenue 
638-0065 
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VARIETY CLUB 
HELPING B.C.'S SPECIAL CHILDREIV 
/ - - - " - - -  . . . . . . .  'I"3' l l k  IF'N1 
. ; . . ; •D Baby's Name: "'''*'' ..... anie Cain Chieoin¢ 
Date & Time of Birth= 
November 25/92 at 8:35 a,m. 
Weight= 8 Ibs 3 oz Sex: Male 
Parents= Chris & Tammy 
V i 
Baby'S Ns~e, 
stcphlani~ Vchus Date & Time 0r Birthi D~ember liD2 ai8:40 
Weight= 8 Ib s 1315 oz Sex= Female Parents: Mary & Eric Venus 
.,by', N=.e. Ba~;y', Na.,e, 
Benjamin Ernest Wcbb Savannah Nicole Sntilhan /J Date & Tune of Birth: & of Birtht Dale Time 
". November 30/92 at 7:47 p.m. Dcceniber 15/92'at 8:17 a.m; '" Weight= 8 Ibs 13 oz Sex= Male Weight= 7 bs 2 oz Sex= Femab 
Parentst Brent & Alison Wcbb Parentsi J m & Cathy: ~ 
Baby's Namer : 
Jennifer Margaret Sullivan : " ' Date & Tume or Birth= 
December 10/92 at 1:22 p . m . .  : :~ ~ i .... 
Weight= 8 Ihs 4 oz Sex= Female ~: ~:'~ i:i !';i: i: !-'i: 
Parents= Daniel &'l'ineka Sullivan : ::i~.~-::i:- ( :  ~ ' :  
asi~er for Jordan. i i .  " 
OUT WITH THE OLD SALE 
50% 0 F F 
Dec. 30 - Jan. 5 








E X A M P L E S  
• " . . . . . . .  .•. •i;::::i..& :..,:i:.: 
~,~ ....... , _,,, ............ 
1992 Oldsmobile Eighty-Eight 
2.9% or s3000 Cash Back 
• community information. / ~ ~  
• [ ~ D 
• i. ' :~  1992 Chevy FullSize Pickup 
' .i"i- ' ~ 2 .9% or  s2500 Cash Back  
1992 Chevy Cavalier 





E X A M P L E S  
1992 Pontiac Bonneville 
2.9% or s3000 Cash Back 
1992 Buick Regal 
• 2.9% or s2500 Cash Back 
1992 Pontiac Sunbird 
2.9% or $2000 Cash Back 
AMOUNT RNANCED 12 3/4% BANK 2.9% GMAC GM SAVINGS 
OVER 48 MONTHS RNANCING** RNANCING* . . . . . . . . . .  
~10,000.00 ~12,815.00 "10,605.00 '~2,210.00 ~ 
~15,000.00 ~19,225.00 ~15,905.00 
s U. OK 
'~20,000.00 '2,~,6o,x00 '~21,210.00 1992 G M C Sierra 
2'9% °r s1200 Cash Back 1 
635-4941 
i l l  ~i= i l l  ~ ....... 
2 . " % 
Ol.rR 
O.A.C. 
: ~ ,•  / i  . ~• :~:~, i~-  i• ~:: 5 : :• ~• 
' i  
" . - , "  ' "  ~i'::i tem 's " 
"i N"V E N TO RY 
ALL ITEMS SALE PRICED I 
Select true quality from Maytag, G.E., Jenn-air, 
Magic Chef, Frigidair, Quazar, Gold Star, Lazy-boy, 
Kroehler, Century House, Simmons, Palliser, North 
Country Oak, Coventry and Many More. 
(All taxes must be paid at time of purchase) 
- g , , : , ~ ,  . , : :1~,~ " : . ~ ~;~ 
-~ ' "  ILC~ i~ "~ ' '  "|t,,.~J~,~' .", : ".~(:" 
O.A.C. 
X~. ! .~.~ 
g 
. . . . .  , . . , ,  
SALE DATES: 
Tues., Dec. 29 ................................. 9 am to 6 pm 
Wed., Dec. 30 ................................. 9 am to 6 pm 
Thurs., Dec. 31 ........................... 9am to 5:30 pm 
APPLIANCES, TV'S, STEREOS, LIVING RO/OM, BEDROOM, 
LAMPS, PICTURES, KITCHEN SUITES AND ACCESSORIES, 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
PROUD TO BE A "COUNTRYWIDE" DEALER 
Since 1963 





i~' a * 
© 
DECEMBER 
] We are clearing the way for our 1993 
merchandise. Our legendary once-a-year 
sale gives you incomparable values on 
every, home furnishing and appliance 
• ~ imaginable... '~ 
SALE! 
CLEARANCE 
, L - '  . '  ; 
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The first baby girl or baby boy born in 1993 
will receive all of these specially chosen 






Congratulations I I Congrotulatlons! 
i~ '~f '~  BABIYrec0Fv:=93 ~t I(~'=~ "~ 1993's 1st Baby I I s ~,~,  
BABY ~,?,:~,,,,,:, ~4 ,  /lt..:!~~c,o£t,,,,l~:ill~J~Baby Photo// F,RST \~(# 
I NEW BORN I t/~ 
i [  , , ,  o men o !1 
, ,  ° .  No l= lL - -Ave  
/ " / / " ' 635-33;34 ~ / / 4 7 4 1  LakelseAvenue, Terrace 635 5950 ,, 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Th~ M~w Rt'lhv nf lq9~ 
I 
[ , ~ . ~ ~  .__ 
- S , .o , . , ,e rs  
. . . .  , Welcomes The First 
~di~  ,... BABY OF 1993 ' ICongratu la t i °ns /  I 
TO THE NEW i A Life Brand I ~  
~ ! B.~TW'5"BS , With this Gift. | our gift for 1993's first baby: 
~ , YEARS BABY 1993 ~I~ PLUSH C ~) Sweatshtrt For. Morn [ B aby~et~la~:~e 
,% TEDDY BEAR And A Package Of L,fe Brand I Baby W=pes 
~seo ~ e~ 
CENTRdkL  FLOWERS _-,41 II tTerrace Shopping'C2n~ ° 635-7440 ,, 
I "  I" 1" ' "  ] i t '  • ' 10-4716 LAZELLE 635-5920 4635 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-7261 " . i i : ~ : i i i  1 
I 
I 
Pa~e ~i(~- "f:t:l'e Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 30, 1992 ® I J 
Terrace Co-op Assn Co+Ho ecen'ro 
2912 Molitor St. 635 9595 
' Co op Department Store 
Co-op Farm & Garden 1 
Lakelse Ave. Centre 
Terrace B.C. 4617 Greig Ave. 635-6347. 
L ~oTEM FORD// 
; ir~;. : , 
463.1 Kelth Avenue, 
Audrey's 
C°iffures I 
4603 Park ~=-  Terrace 
Dealer No. 5548 
4 1638-1704 
Truck & Diesel Ltd. 
Lockpor t  Freightllner Trucks 
Sec  ity 
..... ur I ,.& Pat ro l s  5408 "wy 16 West, PO Box 
635-2881 1032,Terrace, B,C. V8G 4V1 
(604) 635-4938 
Fax (604)635-9535 
Out of town call collect 
IIJSa=" 
. _ - -~-  
" ' ' , "  , " 
When it comes to alcohol, it's easy to be fooled by appearances. But the fact 
is, that an "innocent" 12 oz.. mug of beer or a 'Tmrmless" 5 oz. glass of wine, 
is as guilty of causing intoxication as a standard i 1/4 oz. shot of hard liquor. 
And, no matter what you're drinking, one drink per hour sets the: pace for 
responsible moderation. 
Eating foods that are rich in protein beforehand, is another way to tempe: 
the effects of alcohol. 
But perhaps the most sobering fact of all, is that you really don't have to 
drink to have a great time. 
This holiday season, be merry but wise. Use good judgement. D 





~" r u ~ity"" 
minded businesses 
/ ,  
~+,; KALUM TIRE & 
AUTOMOTIVE 
SUPPLY 








4717 Lakeise, Terrace 
Between The Two 
Malls 
635-,=~315 
PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER 
FREE HOME & OFFICE DELIVERY IN TERRACE & KITINAT 
DAVE & ANITA MATERI 
#6.5002 PoNe Avenue Office: 635-2341 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4S8 Auto Tel: 638-9391 
Are you concerned about your drinking wster? 
Now You Have A Choice 
I I K,,u. 
MINUTE* I KA BS 
MUFFLER 4449 Lakelse Skaana++ 
- ' - - . s  BRAKE 4532 Lakelse Ave ~.cc~< 
' i E 3 3 5 - 7 " 7 0 7  +.=. ~-~.~,, , , .  635-2561 635.7177 L Terrace Operations 




4434 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
+638-0555 
TERRACE R~ .JJ~RT~ 
- s  Ys rsMs  c r~- -  E ]5 :BCTRONICS IORS 
p vs INTER 
635-2728 . ,UNn'EO I ~JJUNITED 
Terrace ~UN ,rrEo 
GENERAL FREIGHT I 4617 Lazelle 
635-4577 461 ) ~ZELLE 
635-6600 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 30, 1992 - Page A l l  
• ~,~e_~;~. . 
x i? 
• ~"~"~ Credmt Unmon 
4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
~: 638-1158 
' i 
• , , ,  • , .  . 
:T~ .s t ime it was ,  ~fly a snc,~ 'bank. But 
been a bri,;l wall.  it could ]rove An 
ning car. A p, ,,testrian. INNING 
you mix a .co ol with driving, you Count  0111..l~ 
• ]cmw ~ha t you're up against. 
' zol day season,  don', make  a 4~ Keith638.4600Road, Terr ce 
~ke th~l; couZL,~[ be fatal. ].Jse good 
.,ment. ]: on:~ ir ink and drive. 
-• "  , ' .  , :  
• . .  ' , ' .  ' •  
I; ' " !ge,,I0u .~rgani,z~;lc Isu . , . ,  
"F [ t ~ ir~ 















9 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 




"SERVICE IS OUR NAME" 
77, Terrace, 5012 Yellowhead Highway 16 
635-4074 
• , ~ m ~ b m m m  a 
635-7282 
4551 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6630 
_~'~1 . . "~ 
KEN'S 
Caleo MARINE 
• Computers  =IRe:. 4946 GreugAvenue 
4558 Lazelle Avenue _ 
I 1635-7886 L 635 2909 
m " REID 15"  0 p p Z RS 
"::- ENTERPRISES LTD • AR T 
' Recreatmonal. 
Sales and Servmce I~:~i!!:,itii,~,!~!.:i!!~,i .,:.../-.,., .::..,jii.~,..." " "*  "~'~':'~'~*~ ........... 5412 Hwy. 16 West "'" "':""":'~'"~" 




Out of town call collect. 
AL-C'S I 
GL:kSS i K . I  ~, ~ Nor thern  
• ICBC CLAIMS l _ JB~UEJOas l . td .  
635-7291 • WINDSHIELD REPAIRS 




Bac].~ E~[dy Pub. t 





PUB, COLD BEER STORE 






BACTERIOSTATIC WATER PURIFIERS 
- %" '  ." 
"ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER 
ON TAP...ATA FRACTION:OFi THE 
COST OF BO TILED WATER" 
f i 
Terry & Laurie Monture 
Terrace, B.C.. 
(604) 635-3697 
, -  . , . ,  
" n 
.:. ~ .:~ . . . .  • . . . .  ' . ' : , ; ' ,  . ' 
CARPETS 
4726 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C, V8G 1T2 
Owners: Lloyd & Linda Wittkowski 
store: 635-9333 
o,ice: 635-3354 
A NEW WORLD OF .:, • 
• cowuR ANO OES,GN t:,~::~ !:i! 
I THE CITY OF :d.~ 
TERRACE ® ,~ 
CITY OF TERRACE YOUR DECOR NORTHLAN~)Ii~I!IIi 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. I Ter race  Carpet Centre COMMUNICATIONS 
VBG 2X6 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy, 16W No, 4 - 5002 Pohie. ": :"  
I TERRACE (604) 635-6311 635'2976 1-800-665-1657 638-0261 :.L 
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SEASON'S 
GRSETINGS 
CEI ,FBRATEi  1 i]o Y 
PEACE 
However you say it, may we extend to 
you our holiday best and deep appreciation 
for your patronage. 
We will be open on December 31. 
Closed January I and then open 
as usual Saturday, January 2. 
(Please note we are not open Sundays) 
" +  &CHAIR +asam,am ~~ I 
• • ' • ; • I 
+ +7.00 PICTURES ............. +2.50 LAMPS ................... 
WALL HANGING 
CLOCKS ..... 1/2 PRICE LAm, S =55.00 




, 1 1 BUNK~+D.,,S. .. .. +169.00 
V.C.R. S ........... 197.00 
2 END 39"  
TABLES =119001 BOX =' O0 ~piec°~ ............... • SPRINGS ............ t, 
> . + .-.++: +,~+ + ++., :+ + +;+: ,  ~:.; :...++1+:~!~+~! 
~i+ ' " '  , 6" .... .+ : ~+ + , , ,+"~+" '~, ,  , + +,,++., ~ ~k  
' . . . .  : : . [  !:;:: + i:~::t +~'. ~ l l l t~  
BEDROOM SUITE 
WAS 
 1499 O0 NOW ~ONLY = 
l i ra  ~ .~i~+.,~k~! ~ +.~' ,~, ,  
. .  t ¸ 
~i~!~1 "We want to take this 
,~ opportunity to thank 
~ all our good dfqends 
,.~ ~ both old and new." 
"We "oud and 
prvileged to serve a 
community as fine as 
this one and look 
forward to your 
continued support." 
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What's 
Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
its readers and community 
organizations. 
This column Is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before each event. 
We ask that items be submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the Issue in which It is to 
appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
THURSDAY before the issue 
comes ouL 
Submissions hould be typed 
or printed nearly. 
*****  
• JANUARY 13, 1993 - Terrace 
Little Theatre members meeting at 
McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum 
Street 7:30 p.m. 2p36 
*****  
JANUARY 14, 1993 - Terrace 
& District SPCA is having its 
Annual General Meeting. Elee- 
tlons for the '93 executive will be 
held and all members and inter- 
ester people are welcome. Place: 
Library Meeting Room, 7:30 
p.m. 2p39 
* I t *  **  
CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
day for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042. tfn 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU for Volunteer Opportu- 
nities to suit your needs & time 
available. Contact Lovina Tyler at 
638-1330. Mon-Fri, 8:30 - 4:30. 
I t * ***  
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 8- 
8:00 pro. Terrace Narcotics Anon- 
ymous "Steps to Recovery" meets 
at the Skeena tlealth Unit audito- 
rium. ***** 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - Ter- 
race Ladies Kermodei Lions Club 
meets at the Inn of the West. For 
limes and more info contact Doro- 
thy Bartsoff at 638-8183. 
I t * ***  
EVERY TIIURSDAY at 7:30pro 
Overeaters Anonymous at Wom- 
.en!LResoure~ Ce~te.:Call 635- 
6446. . . . .  *** ,  • 
• EVERY MONDAY Terrace Co- 
Dependants Anonymous meets 
from 8-9 pln. Call Karen 638- 
0707. 
. *****  
.EYI~R,Y MONDAY at 5pro Teen 
Suix'ivors 0"f Sex'Ual Assault/Abuse 
meet in the Skeena Health Audito- 
rium. Bea, 635.4042 or Tonee, 
635-4822 (please contact first). 
* I t ***  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
Terracovlew Lodge Pet Visitation 
Program. Once a month commit- 
ment needed. Dogs only. For more 
info call Bonnie at 638-0223. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" for Tues- 
days from 9:30 am - 12 pm and 
from 1:30 pm - 4 pro. Thursdays 
1:30 pm "2  pm. Duties include 
weighing measuring children. 
No lifting necessary. For more 
information call Debra at 638- 
3310. 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice every Mon. from 7:30- 
8:10 p.m. Jr, Table; 8:20-9:00 p.m. 
St. Table; 9:15-9:45 p.m. piping & 
drumming. Meet at the Kin Hut 
next to Heritage Park. Anyone 
interested in playing or leamlng to 
play, call Audrey Kerr at 635- 
3726. ***** 
CCB TERRACE AND DIS- 
TRIer White Cane Club meeting 
the 2nd Tues. of every month at 
1:00 pm in the Women's Resource 
Centi~. Everyone welcome. For 
information phone Sylvie at 635- 
6422 or Eliza beth at 638-1397. 
**~ I t *  
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets 
every Wed, from 6:30-8 pro. For 
-kids 6-9 years at Terrace Pentecos- 
tal .Assembly, 3511 Eby St. Ph. 
• 635-2434 for more info: 
• Ip l l l  I~  I I  * 
TERRACE-KITIMAT NORTIt- 
ERN SINGLES meet every Tues- 
day at 7 pm at Mr. Mikes. For 
[nfo. phone 632-3547 or 635-3238. 
* I t **  • 
ALCOHOLICS  ANONY-  
MOUS: Monday 8:30pro Anglican 
Church; Tuesday 8:30pro Catholic 
Church; Wednesday 7:30pro; 
Thursday 7:30pro I[ospitsl Psych 
Unit; Friday 8:30pro Kermode 
Friendship Centre; Saturday 
7:00pro Hospital Psych Unit; Sun- 
day 7:00pro Hospital Psych Unit 
(mens). 
* * * *  t /  
TERRACE INTERMEDIATE 
YOUTlt CHOIR meets every 
Monday. Age 12-18 plus years. 
Time: 7-8:30 pro. Location: T.B.A, 
Music Director: Mrs. A. Kebemik, 
638-1230. Aocompanist: Mrs. S. 
Doughty, 638-0509. 
* I t * * *  . . 
, . . .  ,~,,-,~ - . - 
• o ,.. 
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COMMUNITY NEW,  
CROSSROADER'S DIARY > 
Caring and 
sharing in the 
drought zone 
Kirsten Murphy is a 24-year-oM Northwest Community College stu. 
dent working in Zimbabwe with Canadian Crossroads International 
Some of her latest experiences include: 
• Battling scorpions in her house (not to mention the entire insec 
kingdom). 
• Recovering from chicken pox, which she contracted espite spend 
ing a small fortune on immunizations. 
• Baking in the 45.degree weather. 
Kirsten enjoys her placement, however, and is requesting a four 
month extension. This is her second article for the Standard. 
TSHELANYEMBA, ZIMBABWE 
By KIRSTEN MURPHY 
O 
F ALL THE people I have met in Tshelanyemba, it i: 
those with the least who have given me the most. Hom~ 
care visits are a special source of inspiration as I am meet 
ing people who struggle to obtain necessities we often tak, 
for granted. 
During one of my visits, Adelait Maposa attd I ride bicycles four kilo 
metres in the blazing sun. to a 
family of six who have not eaten 
for at least a day. 
In the shade of the main hut we 
sit on goatskin rugsand Adelait 
inquires how the family is 
managing. 
While the Gogo (Grandmother) 
answers in Ndebele, a weathered 
old matt shuffles stiffly towards 
us. He painfully lowers himself 
onto a stool and after heaving a 
muffled sigh he adjusts the 
frames of his black plastic 
glasses. He stares at me, but it is 
Adelait he addresses. 
"Did you bring the 
mealimeal?" he asks in Ndebele. Kirsten Murphy 
Adelait explains we have 
brought clothing and reaches for 
the pack. She gently tells them if they want their mealimeai, someone 
will have to walk the fourkilometres tothe hospital to get it. 
By then it is 10:30 a.m. and the temperature gauge is approaching 
"unbearable." We distribute the clothes and as we get up to leave, I
ask Adelait if they have any food in their hut. " .... 
"Nothing," she replies and begins walking towards her bicycle. 
I call to her: "Tell them I'll be back with their mealimeal this 
• , ,, .,. 
afternoon." 
The next homestead is a 15 minute slog through sand and soil. 
Once again we are warmly received ~ this time by what appears to 
be three generations of Zimbabwean women. The Gogo slouches hap- 
pily on a tattered goatskin rug, her tiny sun-dried hands folded neatly iu 
her lap. 
We are given chairs to sit on whkle the rest of the family settles on 
rugs and mats. 
Adelait explains that I am from Canada and the old Gogo flashes a 
wide toothless grin. 
One of the daughters passes around fuzzy fruits the size of a boiled 
egg yolk, I am told this is African chewing gum (a real treat) and one 
must first peel away the tough shell in order to get to the chewy centre. 
We all dive into the tasty delicacy, some having more difficulty than 
others. 
When it comes time to hand over the clothes, the whole family takes 
part in the celebration of unfolding the package. I am just about moved 
to tears as the daughter slips the 
In the basket are four tiny Gogo into an oversized green 
and white polyester blazer. 
glorious chicken eggs, all The Gogo claps her hands and 
of which the Gogo insists I bursts into an Ndebele song of 
take. I cannot control the praise. I think to myself :ff only 
lump in my throat any everyone was so easy to please,.. 
longer and the tears spill Before we leave an unidentified 
hand slip~ half a dozen balls of 
down my cheeks. African chewing gum in my skirt 
pocket. 
The final visit is to a Gogo caring for her disabled son. Although we 
have not brought anything for them, they are clearly in need. 
Perhaps because of the visits prior to this once, I immediately feel a 
need to sit beside this woman and do so without invitation. 
She appears pleased by my decision and we exchange a number of 
sntiles and handshakes before she asks Adelait why I am there attd 
where I am from. 
Her adult son sits across from us, protected from the sun by the 
shadow of the kitchen door. I feel my eyes begin to water as the 
simplicity of his world is added to the complexity of my own. 
The Gogo says something to Adelait and Adelail returns with a bas- 
ket from the kitchen. In the basket are four glorious chicken eggs, all of 
which the Gogo insists I take. I cannot control the lump in my throat 
any longer attd the tears spill down my cheeks, 
"Tell her l'nt sorry," I blurt out wanting to run away, ashamed of 
how they might interpret my reaction. 
Adelait relays my message and without saying a word, the Gogo 
takes my hand and we sit in silence, enjoying a moment of cross- 
cultural kittship. 
B ACK AT THE hospital, I fasten a 20-kilogram backpack 
of mealimeal to my back while Adelait patiently describes 
and redescribes the route to the first homestead. I manage 
to find it with no trouble and I am embraced by the joy of a 
family who will have food on the table that night. 
After saying a high-spirited and lengthy prayer on my behalf, the old 
man with the thick glasses offers me a chicken, 
Not wanting to offend his generous gesture, I decline on the grounds 
his happiness i my happiness. 
As I 'm about to leave, the Gogo returns following a strenuous trip to 
fetch water. She removes the bucket from her head and smiles as her 
granddaughter t lls her the news. 
The Gogo turns to me and offers her worn canvas hoes, I decline, 
explaining the love they have shown me is the most precious gift I 
could have ever hoped to receive. 
| m' 
i ,  
I I  . 
CRUISECONT4:IOL-was-set-on hylberspace .for:children flying downhill on sleds'-on the; Flal::: 
liwell Ave, hill at the base of Terrace Mountain. Snow last week provided perfect sliding 
Dancers square up 
Contributed 
The Skeena Squares Square 
Dance Club honoured eight new 
members who completed their 
basic and mainstream dance les- 
sons at the Christmas dance Mon- 
day Dec. 14 at the Carpenters' 
Hall. 
The new members received cer- 
tificates signifying their promo- 
tion to full-member status. 
There were four squares ~ 32 
dancers in total - -  at the dance. 
New graduates were congratu- 
lated and enjoyed dancing to fes- 
tive tunes called by Head Caller 
Carol Glen. 
The club's regular dances will 




r~, .  
J 
A veteran 
LYDIA  ANGUS was honoured recently for 18 years of work- 
ing with Mothers Time Off. With her is Sean ChrisUansen, one 
of the younger participants. The program runs during the 
school year, four mornings a week. Mothers Time Off is one 
of the Terrace Community Services Society's offerings but it 
actually predates the society. 
. . . . .  i i i 
. ,  t 






A local nurse is one of this 
year's recipients of the Nora 
Langley Memorial Bursary. 
Barbara LeRoss, of Terrace, 
will receive the annual $300 bur- 
sary, along with Heather Hod- 
son of Telkwa. 
LeRoss, a registered tim:se, has 
lived in Terrace since 1978 and 
has worked at Mills Memorial 
Hospital for 12 years. She now 
works part-time in maternity. 
LeRoss is also trained as a mid- 
wife in England and is enrolled in 
BCIT's advanced obstetrical 
course .  
The Nora Langley Memorial 
Bursary, sponsored by the Ter- 
race chapter of the Registered 
Nurses Association of B.C. 
(RNABC), was set up in memory 
of Nora Langley to improve the 
quality of nursing care given in 
the northwest. Nora was a senior 
nurse in Terrace who died in a 
1977 car accident. 
She worked hard to improve 
continuing education for nurses 
and the bursary was set up to per- 
petuate her work. 
The bursary is available to any 
registered rnurse in the Skeena 
district who is pursuing further 
nursing education. ~ I  
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PORTS NEW S 
VlEW l 
NEW HAZELTON skip Rcg Kilden 
made the final rock takeout o win the 
RCMP zone curling playoffs. 
Kilden's squad made some outstanding 
shots on the way to a narrow 9-8 victory 
over Terrace's Larry Burke rink Jan. 7. 
The Terrace rink was comprised of 
lead Bill Cassault, second Jeff Muench, 
third Don Oldham and skip Larry Burke. 
THORNHILL'S junior boys and girls 
basketball teams were victors at tourna- 
ments in Hazelton and Smithers. 
Girl's high scorers for ThomhUl were 
Autumn Richard and ranis Trottler 
while on the boys' side Mike McAllister 
was named to the all-star team and Brett 
KIuss was picked as tournament MVP. 
JANUARY 
TERRACE WRESTLERS tied down 
medals at a regional tourney in Kitwanga 
that had been dominated for years by 
Smithers. 
The Terrace team won the aggregate 
points trophy, edging out the Kitwanga 
teamby just a single point. 
Skeena Jr. Secondary's Lakbir Jaswal 
won the gold in the 60-kilogram division 
at the January 18 tourney. Terrace's 
other gold medalists were Caledonia's 
Shane Illingworth, in the 63-kilo classifi- 
cations, and Skeena's Shane Wilson in 
the 41-kilogram division. 
CALEDONIA'S Kermode boys took 
second place at a Langley basketball 
tournament. 
Facing host Mountain Secondary in the 
final, the Kermodes led 40-35 at the half 
but were outscored from there to go 
down 88-74. Geoff McKay scored 29 
points in the final. 
BOXERS Darren Bell and Joey Losier 
became Tacoma Jr. Golden Gloves 
champions, wilming split decisions at the 
American amateur boxing tournament. 
Terrace Boxing Club coach Jeff Dilley 
credited the judges with good, impartial 
officiatiug in going against he common 
practice of awarding close bouts to the 
hometown boxer. 
THORNHILL Jr. Secondary's junior 
girls basketball team beat Smithers by a 
convincing 45-25 margin in the final to 
emerge victorious in a mini-tournament. 
The Thornhill Timber Wolves had ear- 
lier clobbered Hazelton 60-19 and Hous- 
Ion 50-10 to emerge at the top of the 
round robin. 
SKIER George Schibli qualified for 
the national masters championships in
Whistler at the northern zone qualifiers 
held at Hudson Bay Mountain. 
TERRACE Bluebacks swimmers 
sparkled in the final day of relays to 
surge ahead and win the Kitimat Mar- 
iin's invitational swim meet. 
FEBRUARY 
AFTER a two-year hiatus, Terrace fig- 
ure skaters brought home the team 
trophy for the annual Kla-How-Ya inter- 
dub skating meet, collecting 106 points. 
BOXERS Joey Losier and Darren Bell 
earned their tickets to this year's Cana- 
dian Jr. Nationals with victories at the 
Vancouver Emerald Gloves tournament. 
THE JUNIOR boys curling team took 
gold and cribbage duo Judy Lambright 
and Judy Clarke dealt themselves silver 
at the Northern B.C. Winter Games. 
WITH a game high 34 points in the 
Simon Fraser University Clan's 104-78 
victory over Lewis Clark State Feb. 14, 
local basketball star Michelle Hendry 
marched into the record books as just the 
14th player in women's collegiate bas- 
ketball history tO reach 3,000. 
BLUEBACK Denise Vanderlee won a 
gold, two silver and two bronze at the 
B.C. Senior Provincial and Western Ca- 
nadian Championships in Vancouver. 
TERRACE Timbermen won their own 
old timers hockey tournament, clubbing 
the J.P. Thomas Drillers from Smithers 
8-2 in the A divsion final. Northern 
Motor Inn Okies were B side runners-up. 
LE BUTI Marie Desjardins pots one of his three goals on 
the night as All Seasons sink the Skeena Hotel 8-2 in the 
~ ii~ 
HOW MILD was last winter? "l'h. e above photo was taken at the Kalum St. 
tennis courts in February//Melita Desjardins was getting in some unseasonal 
praclice against Richard Kriegl. Don't look for the same this year, though; 
MARCH 
CHRIS KERMAN captured gold, sil- 
ver and bronze medals at the 'AA' 
provincial swim championships in 
Kelowna. 
KARATE club members were also 
successful at the Games, Deb Casey, 
Jaime Janzen and Jessie Osei-Tutu win- 
ning gold. 
In swimmiug, Joe Mandur won gold in 
the Masters category, while Marian 
Duffus, Cory Holland and Aimee 
Peacock (2 medals) came away with 
bronze. 
And boxers Cliut Bell and Robert 
Doane won gold in their weight classes 
at the Games. 
THORNHILL Timber Wolves junior 
boys basketball team won the 'B' boys 
zone championship for the second 
straight year. 
Thomhill defeated Hazelton in the 
final of the five-team, double-knockout 
tourney. BILL ROBINSON took Terrace darts 
to the top by winning the men's singles 
LOCAL LADIES dominated their provincial title at the Legion dart 
singles event at the inaugral Terrace championships. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT lugers brought 
home a silver and a bronze from the B.C. 
Winter Games. 
Angel Rioux took the bronze in the 
senior women's ingles event, while fel- 
final of the Recreational Division playoffs. Teammate Alex low Kitimatian Marg Marsh was picked 
Gordon chipped in a hattrick as well. up by Comox's team which slid to silver. 
Legion Dart Open . . . . . . . . . .  
Aiiett~ H~ren ~eat out i¢.~ye l~un~,oe t%i,, ~EIGHT Terrace swnumers were:mem- 
take the ladies singles tttle whde ,Ml]ta ,bers of the Petals North team whtch took 
Raiciiffe completed the retrace sweep" top spot for medium sized clubs in the 
by taking third. Provincial 'AAA' swim meet held in 
Port Edward's Paul Dejong was the Victoria. 
tourney's big winner taking men's Overall, the Points North team, which 
singles and doubles, also included swimmers from Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat, got the second high- 
est point tally in the. meet. 
META ZYLICZ was the sole local 
winner in a Nancy Greene ski league 
match up against aWatson Lake team. 
Zylicz clocked 28.33 to take the girl's 
skill level 3 downhill. 
APRIL 
ALL SEASONS triumphed in the 
recreational division hockey playoff, 
beating 8keena Hotel by 8-2. 
Marie Desjardins and Alex Gordon l~d 
the winners' assault with hat tricks wh~le 
Lyle Marleau picked up three assists. 
THE 400 mark was broken three times 
in league play at the local lanes over the 
season. 
Larry Lopushinsky bowled a 411 and, 
401 while John Wiebanga lso rolled a' 
401. 
THE BIG GUNS were on target as 
they came out on top inn local volleyball 
tonrnamenl. 
JOEY LOSIER returned home from 
the National Juniors as a Canadian 
boxing champion. 
Also in the medals was club mate Dar- 
ren Bell, who came away with his sec- 
ond consecutive nationals bronze. 
TERRACE JUVENILES ended their 
season on a high note, taking top spot a 
Midget hockey tournament held here. 
SURINDER DHALIWAL dropped 
Prince George's Mark Flaherty to.take 
'A' event in men's ingles at the Terrace 
Open Badminton tournament. Nancy 
Condon and Fran Mann teamed up to 
win the la dies doubles. 
LOCAL martial artists fended off op- 
ponents from northern B.C. and Alberta 
to take five of nine gold medals and two 
of three trophies in Terrace's annual Ju- 
Jitsu tourney. 
TERRACE EMERGED as champions 
in the 2nd Annual Indoor Soccer Provin- 
cial Cup on Rickie Fagan's uddendeath 
overtime goal. 
THE WILLIAMS rink emerged as un- 
disputed victors in the 37th annual Log- 
ger's Bonspiel winning both the Grand 
Challenge and 'A' Event. 
MAY 
LOCAL BOXERS returned from the 
Golden Gloves competition as 
champions ..... 
CiintBell scored a unanimous decision 
to take the Junior B 1251be. Golden 
Glove while Joey Losier scored a first 
round knockout in the 1391b. class, 
TERRACE athletes picked up 44 plat- 
ings to lead all comers in a high school 
track and field meet hosted by Skeena Jr. 
MAJOR CRAIG in car 777 stole the 
Show during Terrace Speedway's open- 
ing day meet, taking a spectacular mn 
down the stands traight ~ on his roof. 
SKB MOLSON Wreckers not only 
staged the 10ih annua ! Icebreaker slow 
pitch tournament ~ they won it. 
The Wreckers took home the $1,200 
first place prize money defeating West- 
point 12-8. 
ALEX KOTAI of Kitimat made his- 
tory in the Terrace Tennis Open by bec- 
oming the first back-to-back winner o f  Secondary. =' i 
Spearheading the attack for the local the men's singles title. He beat out 
Midget girls was Candace Griffith who Smithers' Matt Cachia in two straight 
Included two Wins in her five platings, sets in the final, 
Picking up:a tdol of wins in Bantam In ati all:Terrace ladies' singles final, 
boys track Was Kevin Teixelra, 'first Fran Mann scored a straight sets win 





NORTHWEST OLDTIMERS showed 
:ach the younger fastbali 
g or two by wlnntng the 
Juniors tournament, 
K% 
• .~-. • -.~ i ~);=! , 
HERE'S JOHNNY; Johnny McGowan shows the Smithers camels opponents 
a Clean palr-0f heelsas he speedsfor the Iineand another.TerraceNorthmen 
try, Territce buded the Cameis 52,0 in thls-gani0but ~/ereiat0r:to i~ive the 
tfibles turned when Smithers •handed the Norihrnen their0n!y loss of the year; 
JUNE 
ED ANSEMS won the Kermodei Clas- 
sic 5km road race in a time of 17:03. 
Second overall and winner of the 
ladies' division was Catherine Dargie of 
Smithers, just 23 seconds back. 
A DRAMATIC last shot save by Ter- 
race goalie Sham~on O'Brien preserved 
the Terrace Savalas win over the Prince 
Rupert Cruisers and earned the team a 
berth in the B.C. Summer Games in Port 
Albemi. 
THE BLUEBACKS stroked to second 
place duriug the Prince Rupert Pan- 
handle swim meet. 
DEB CASEY of Terrace picked up top 
honours itl both Kata and Kumite in the 
blue/broWn/black belt open category at 
the Inner'City Chito-Ryu karate club 
~ championships held here. 
Casey was also awarded the title of 
Grand Champion, for receiving the most 
medals ill all events. 
i BLACK DAY in Camelot. The 
Northmen s unbeaten streak came to an 
abrupt end when Terrace's rugby team 
fell 21-6 to the Smithers Camels. 
The victory was Smithers' first over 
Terrace ill two years. 
TWO COURSE records fell at the June 
20-21 Terrace Speedway meet. Ernie 
Perkins was clocked at 17:33 in the pre- 
race Sportsman time trials, shaving 
3/100the Of a second off a record which 
had stood the test for the past five years. 
Jules LaFrance set a new mark in'the 
Hobby Stock of 19:17• 
FRAN MANN and Nancy Condon 
continued their dominance of Ladies 
doubles by taking top spot at the Terrace 
Doubles Open. 
In the men's A final, Richard Kricgl 
and Swam Mann, also o f  Terrace, 
needed only 13 .games *against :!Neii 
Fleishiltanit altd Rick Taba~lo take the 
tiue 6.0, 6.1, : i  ::/!! / 
Sports 
Menu 
THURSDAY, DEC. 31 
Basketball 
CALEDONIA KERMODES 
begin three game series against 
Wellington Wildcats 
0Nanaimo), 7 p.m. at Cal gym. 
Jan. 1 and 2 games start at 8 
p.m. 
MONDAY, JAN. 4 
Cuffing 
RCMP ZONE playdowns at 
the Terrace rink, winding up 
on Tuesday. 
FRIDAY~ JAN. 8 
Curling 
ZONE 6 PLAYDOWNS for 
both Jr. and Sr. Ladies begin 
tonight and conclude Sunday. 
FRIDAY~ JAN. 15 
Minor Hockey 
PEEWEES and BANTAMS 
host Kitimat in two-game 
weekend series. First game 
tonight, second Sat. morning. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
ia hockey takes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. every Mort., 
Wed. and Fri. Minimum age 
19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day. 
MIXED DART LEAGUE 
plays every Wednesday night 
at the Legion, 8 p.m. Fun 
league and all welcome. Just 
show up to join in. 
SKEENA VALLEY SNOW- 
MOBILE CLUB meets the 
first. Tuesday of each month, 
7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of 
the West. 
TERRACE ROADRUNNERS 
Motorcycle Club welcomes 
new members. For informa- 
tion,,phone Ed (635-3489) or 
Karen(635-6495). 
LADIES DART LEAGUE 
p!ays:every Thursday night, 8 
p.m, at the Legion. Novice 
players welcome. Phone Betty 
(635i4880) or Carla (638- 
~'2080)for more information. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic service to its readers and 
::local sports organizations. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
• in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
"week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. Fri- 
day. 
| . . . . .  : . : :  . . . ,  , 
/ 
CAL GRADS were back on the school's basketball court Dec. 17-18 for the annual Grad 
tournament. "The '80-'86 team emerged triumphant, edging out their '87-92 crew opponents by 
only five points. It was another close battle in the consolation game where the current Cal crop 
of Kermodes sunk just enough baskets to eke out a victory over the tournaments senior entry, 
grads from '79 and prior. 
Stingy Heaman take 
Bantam tourney title 
Randy Hcaman Trucking gave That set up the decider where 
up only a Single goal en route to Randy Heaman again proved 
winning the Bantam House stingy, allowing only one goal 
League's inaugural pro-Christmas . while, potting three o f  their own 
hockey tournament. 
The three team affair opened 
with Remax dropping Lakeise 
Logging 4-1. 
Lakeise Logging then faced 
Randy Heaman but couldn't urn 
on the red light in a taking their 
second loss, 4-0. 
,.. to wrap .up.top spot. - ' ':.-. 
Now on the Christmas break, 
the Bantam, and other, minor 
hockey house leagues will fire up 
again in the New Year. 
The season will end with the 
regular round-robin forumt 
playoff tournament. 
I saw your picture in the paper! 
~low you can keep a copy of that picture forever through a 
new service offered by THE TERRACE STANDARD. Come in and 
browse through our news photo file, Reprints of black & white 
news photos or the color front page photo are available. Prices 
will vary depending on size. 
5x7 reprints "other size.' m'ealsoavailab' . . . .  $800p[uS tax  
"HURSDAY - FRIDAY . SATURDA't 
, SEWING NOTIONS 
ALl. PACKAGED STOCK 
VALUED TO $1238 Ek ' 
Members 
' OFF 
1/2 Price i~-,,Regular 
d992 Memberships expire 
Dec, 31s1192 New 
memberships on sale now 
Just $10 and valid til Dec, 31, 
Vogue, Butt~l~ McCals 
All In =tote atock 
SALE. Buy I 0411 Free 
M~ab~ 
Buy 1 
¢ EQUAL OR I~Ulm VALU 
Get 
X,. 2 FREE 
("1 
l g o d ~ . . ~ r  
JOIN THE FABRIcLANO/~ 
eEWlNG CLUe AND SAVE~ 
I .... . . . .  ~2k,.t~.J .'.. ,,,~ t& . . . . . . .  . d.,'~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  ~.,:" ':.:..;,~." ::':",',: :~~ ,,:~:": :.,.;~; 
ALL IN STORE" 
FASHION 
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New ski runs 
challenging 
Shames Mountain has a long, 
meau streak. 
It's called Terminator and is 
one of two new runs skiers will 
fiud awaiting them at the local 
hill. 
But bc advised, this is a black 
diamond, high intermediate run 
so only the accomplished skier 
need apply. 
For those who can handle it 
though, it offers the longest con- 
tinuous run on the mountain -- al- 
most one mile of pure exhilara- 
tion. 
To tackle Schwarzenegger's 
namesake, look for it just east of 
Galloways, off the top of the T- 
bar. 
The other new run is 
Deliverance, another high inter- 
mediate class which takes skiers 
into the gladed back bowl of 
Shames attd "delivers" them 
back to the T-bar. 
Also new to the mountain this 
year are the new restraint and foot 
rests on the bluc chairlift. All 
skiers should enjoy the sensation 
they provide of sitting back in 
their favourite asy chair. 
And the childminding centre is 
up and running now for young- 
stets 3-8 years old. Rates are $3 
an hour or $19 for a full day of 
activities, games and stories. 
There's also an optional half- 
hour ski lesson (equipment pro- 
vided) at no extra charge. 
The service is currently offered 
on Ladies Day (Wednesday), 
weekends and stat holidays over 
the Christmas break, but that may 
bc extended if demand warrants. 
Reservations for the service are 
recommended and can be made 
by phoning 635-3773. 
For those who would prefer to 
leave the driving to someone lse 
when they head for the hill, 
Grcyline Tours are framing a bus 
service out of both Terrace and 
Prince Rupert. 
They run every weekend and 
schools' non-instructional days. 
A Kitimat service is u,lder negoti- 
ation. 
For information on snow condi- 
tions on Shames, phone 638- 
8SKI, 
Snow Runners latest 
ski hill innovation 
A hot new sport is taking off on demonstrated at Blackcomb 
Canadian ski hills. 
It's called Snow Rmmer and is 
the result of a ski-snow skate 
designed by Hanncs Jacob. 
A light-weight, comfortable 
boot, the sole of the boot is really 
a ski base made of hard plastic 
that makes difficult, packed runs 
exciting and easy to master. 
Sharp edges and a hccl exten- 
sion provide full control and the 
flexible hccl makes gliding and 
walking corn fortablc. 
They were initially 
where they received an 
enthusiastic reception. 
Of those who tried them, 93 per 
cent said they'd use Snow Run- 
nets again. 
Apart from being used on the 
hill, they can also be used later 
for snow volleyball, snow hockey 
or, With poles, for cross country 
skiing. 
The Snow Runners got their 
first uorthwestem demonstration 
over the past week at Hudson Bay 




B.C, & YUKON 
Thank You t everyone who 
bought a ticket for the Heart 
Stroke ChildrenS:Playhouse ,:-== 
A BIG thank-you to the following sponsors for their donations 
Windsor Plywood Smlthen .Playhouse 
Your Decor - (3arpet /): 
C.F.T.K.- Promotional air time 
Terrace Co-op-Table and Chairs ,..oo..,ow,o00. 2,o00 
Northern Drugs- 2 Chlldrens lawn chairs _i. 
Peggy McKeown-Curtaln and runner :::!~ 
All West Glass-P exi-Glass for windows and doors / ' ;  
Skeena Mall  -Mall space " / " 
Carters Jewellers - for their assistance / 
And a speclal thank-you to all the wonderful ~ "  
~ volunteers who =at In the mall for three weeks• 
Nhank  you all for lending a hand to save a head~ 
The  p layhouse  was  won ~ "  
by  
" ~  NANCY PIERRE ~ "  
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Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLECONCESSION 
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R EAL ES 
J 
.~ .~ ~ r ~ P ~. lv l  
Vaulted Ceilings 
And Open Spaces 
I I~',, u ,  _,.~'~IL~T' IV  i,,41,11,~, 
II t3-ox~o.8 I:1:1 \ IL~J~-- - - - -Z][ - I  
'" 7-0x13.6 " 210~ ~.u 
.~.'.L :"~-% "J ~I l J  This str ik ing contemporary 
Main Floor r=,J ,.'I ' Ill home is f inished in horizontal 
• ,~----~------~M'O cedar w i th .a  shake roof. Vaul- 
t , '  J ~, ~.~ ted cei l ings and open spaces 
= '= '  I '~"~' ~-I~'~ highlight the interior of th i s  
l II-Ox12"O 14~x12"0 
,a ad l~- -~"~ de l ight fu l  design. From the 
h::::'[ - = . .~ ~-~I moment  you s tep  into the 
~o~, 1~ ~IL~_~,__~ foyer wi th  its two-storey high 
13~4x8.0 J~I:~6~,--I~L~I I~ J  - -ceik in~ and skyl ite. . .you will 
I .-r.. ~ i, ~ I beimpressed with the spacious- 
uv,,~.~.~,. I ~ hess of this plan. Railings 
V----~ on both f loors add detail that 
ties this house all together 
Second Floor in a very pleasing way. The 
Plans lncludo ftd.l 
u~loJshed base. -  . . . . . . . . . .  
mont.,,not shown. 
main f loor plan features  a 
very funct ional  layout,  every 
room is placed convenient ly  
according to funct ion in a 
step- saving ar rangement .  
On the second f loor a very 
versati le loft area is at the 
center.  It overlooks the l iving- 
room and foyer below. From 
this room all others are easi ly 
accessible. All three bedrooms 
have large closets and are 
a race s~ze. The master  suite 
has its own bathroom. 
Width: 48'-0" DESIGN NO. WP-269 
Depth: 46'-0" 
Main Floor: 1156 sq. ft .  
Second Floor:. 808 sq. ft .  IIi Westhome / Wesplon 
House Plans Available Through 
Terrace 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LTD 




Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every  Fr iday is  your chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Bingo l  P ick  up  your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperside three, Jems & Gold, as well as, Sybil Morven of 
Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of KJtselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native Broadcasting. 
In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat from Darelene Starr, In 
KitirnaBt Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampare, in Gitwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
J A y 'ear  In  Rev iew. . .  I 
4719 O lson  L ~  3311 
~: , ...... :;%,, , ~:!:=~;: . . . . . . . . . . .  :':::,:~:, 
Sockeye Creek Road . ~ Lazelle ,, J 
~-. ~ . . - , . .= . ~t'.~. ' : L:.~';,-'~ ~Z ~".'./. '" " ' . . . .  ~ ; : '" ~" "~% ' " : 
3674 Walnut 5018 Agar • 3820 Marsha I 3976 O d Lakelse Lk. Dr. 3865 Skinner 
• ~ .~ ~.~ --,~ ~ .  - 
4912 Lambly I 4729 Soucie 
~)~. : (  I/1~"%...:>" . . . . . . .  " ' I ~ L - - ~  4832 Dairy 4718 Tuck J 4818 Park Dover Road , _ 
4625 McConne l l~ J .~4715 Tuck 4733 McConnell.. 
4104 North Sparks 
4602 Morris 3945 Sande 
I 
L. Ralph Godlinskl 835-4950 m Lisa Godllnski ~nw, anP~ 
/m a/ ; '  .... " 
Rusty LJungh Chdstel Godlinskl 
=,=:_¢7¢A R~.K..~q(}7 
• Joe Berbosa 
635.5604 " 
Rod Redden Lynda Boyce 
638-1915 638-1073 
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FASHIONABLE HOME SUITS LOT WITH 
By M. TYNAN 
A stucco exterior with a 
high arched entrance-way, 
: and palladian style multi- 
paiXe windows, is farther 
:coinpleluented by a full 
ceiling and a boxed out 
palladian style window, a 
pocket door leads from the 
dining room into a gour- 
inet kitclien complete wilh 
a wa lk , i ,  pantry, and a 
+ ' front, unobstructed, with charming bayed out break- 
: ihe garage in the rear. fast Jiook. The family 
i A good sized foyer, room;  partially open to the 
i ope, t0 the second storey, k i tc! ;ea,  PrOvides a spa: 
: provides a grand entrance. : c ioUs  :area for informal 
: :: French doors lead into a : gatherings, and features a 
i;: stylish Suilke]lliving roour bay window and French 
featuring a large boxed out doors wlfich lead back into 
: :' wiiidow scat, and ample file ill;fin hall. 
. ' ! :  room to arrange furnish- Upstairs, the games 
: :  tings. An elegant dining room is given a stylish 
++ room ~ also has French edge boasting a vaulted 
doors and boasts a vaulted ceiliag and a boxed out 
REAR LANE ACCESS 
feature window with a 
wi,dow scat. All three 
secondary bedrooms are a 
good size. The master is 
particularly impressive 
featuring a walk-ia closet 
and a five piece ensuite 
with a raised soaker tub 
set into a bity. 
Plans for U-809 may I)e 
ohtained for $595 for a 
package of five complete 
sets of worldng prints 
and $59 fi)r each addi- 
tional set of the same 
plan. Allow $15 extra to 
cover the cost of postage 
and handling (B.C. resi- 
dents add applicable 
~VWI . ,w ' I  v, . . . . .  
!i,~+++=, 





4650 Lakelse Avenue 635-6142 
Happy New Year 
+?:/++ ? 
from the Management and Staff at: 
R EALTY WO R LD 
~ 'i ~ i~ 
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Sen ior  C i t i zens  rece ive  
";O% off menu pr i ces  
(specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a,m. - 3 p.m. 
l o c a t e d  in  




4702 Lake lse  
PHONE 
635-6302 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
\ 
2084 Walnut (EXOL) $139,500 
. . . . . .  ;~.~.~ 
• 4735 Hamer 
+<i 






• ;. ! 
#?+ 
a (MLS) $124,500 5328 Mountain Vista (EXCL) $104,500 
m': ++ :+" i~ 
::i~ j 4640 GouletAve (MLS) $76,900 
++++++1 + I 
~ 1  ~ +:+++~:;+?+++++~;.+ 1  , + ~::~ ,mt~+.+ 
+++++G~ :,; : ' '~ I Woodgreen Condo (MLS) $54,900 2502 Kenn~$68,000 5315 Mountain V i s t a ~  
, - +++ ":', • 
FOUR LUXURY , ~ ~  ?: +:- 
2 BEDROOM I CONDOS _+..,.,..,,+ ....... t +t  
NEW HOME Gas fireplace, oak cabinets, i +~" 
I I . . . . . .  $71,500, Plus a GST rebate excellent condition. Rents +.~ ............................. J .... ~ , i~ ,  (approx. $1 ,600) for  qualified exceed $2,500 per month.  :~ : 
purchasers. $194,000, EXCLUSIVE for the ,~ + : :i i !i ' 
package. Call John or Gordie, 1stAve, $120,000 4685 Copper River Rd. MLS) $64,500 
______  
realestate, I ' " ' "= ' "  t +':" " I resles~te, T . J  "~ " " " ' 
1635.47~3 . 635-47m 1 635"=697-- 1 ' - - - " -  io,,,o,,,o,o, [ i io,.- I jo..+vans 
=~Lqlli~Jl"mll 
Acreage ready to build (ML$) $19,900 
DREAM A LITTLE 
Imagine 9.67 acres level, private, treed 
with spectacular mountain view. This 
excellent opportunity offers Immediate 
possession and cleared building site 
and driveway already completed. All 
this only 15 minutes to downtown 
Terrace, To make your dream come 
true, call Steve now. 
GET A HEAD START 
IN 1993 
I have just listed 7 prime acreage lots 
ranging from 9.8 to 12.6 acres. These 
lots have privacy, trees and are only 12 
to 15 rain. from downtown. You could 
be In your "country dream home" In 
1993. Call Steve now for your 
complete Information package. 
I experience in 
I real estate. 
I 638-0047 
I steve cook 




V' BUY V' SELL iV' RENT V' TRADE 
~ i I 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES: When a star holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B,C. VSG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please haveyou Visa or Master- 
card number eady, 
20 words (first insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non.commercial) Prices include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 






6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18, Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9, Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
.1.0. Aircraft 21, Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
LI. Recreational 22, Careers 33, Tra~/el 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace $1aodard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
dele,mlne page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it i's against 
the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
]he Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. 
oassdy or reject any advertisement and to retain any 
answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the cuslomer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
~ox rental. 
8ox replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
aays el expiry of an advertisement wilt be destroyed unless 
mailing nstrucgons are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers arc requested not to send Originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims ol el,ors Io advertisements must be received by 
the poblisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It is agreed hy the advergser equesting space that the 
ilabdlty of Ihe Terrace Standard In the event of failure to 
pubhsh an advertisement as ~)ublished shall be limited to the 
amoonl paid hy the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
lu Ihe portion el Ihe advertising space occupied by the Incor. 
recl or omitted ilem only, and that there shall he no [iahility in 
any event greater Ihan the amount paid Ior such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren't you? 638- 
SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
Adams :Lake,:B.,C.:,: l~.~hou(:f~om Salmon 
Arm - 45 min;.from Kamioops 10 rain.: 
from Shuswap Lakes: Fulty renovated 
with very attractive living quarters. Show- 
ing excellent return in an area of growth 
and terrific limate. Start he New Year on 
a positive note. Phone 1-679-8904. ttn37 
NEW FAMILY To area. Looking for 5 acre 
hobby farm. Call 635-3582 (Ask for 
Ben). 3p35 
HUNT'S INLET, PORCHER Island. 112 
acres. 2 titles only $49,000, excellent 
terms. Realty World Whiterock Richard 
Osbourne 531-5561. 3p35 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS Ocean 
front with over 130 feet sandy beach 
front. Road, Hydro, phone. Close to 
world's best salmon fishing only $39,500 
terms available. Realty Wodd Whiterock. 
Richard Osboume 531-5561. 3p35 
NEW 3 BEDROOM home in Horseshoe 
area. Split level Both floors finished. Wall 
to wall carpets. 2100 sq' living area. 
14'x28' carport. 20'x25' workshop in back. 
Reduced price $125,000.00. Call 635- 
2357. 3p35 
RESIDENTIAL Building lot Thornheights 
subdivision phase III $18,900 o.b.o, Cem- 
rnercial ot on Greig Ave. $27,900 obo. 
635-2148 3p35 
i 
FOR SALE  
Cozy log ski cabin on Hudson's Bay 
Mountain, • Srnithers, Sleeps 8, wood 
heater, propane cookstove and lights, 





4 models to choose from instock, 
1 - Front Uvlngroom 
2.  Front & Rear Bedrooms 
1 - Front Kitchen 
STANDARD FEATURES: 
2"x6" walls, R20 insulation, 
vinyl siding, asphslt roof, bay 
window, thermoactive vinyl 
windows, your choice 
=41,500.00 
F.O.B, Pdnce George 
Must be delivered by Jan. 31, 1993 
CIAc IC [IO  
Hwy, 97 South (Across from the 
Husky/BCR Industrial ~lte) 
PH: 562-8511 FAX: 562-0161 
1. Real Estate 
1200+ sq' 3 Bedroom Home in choice 
area of the horseshoe. Above ground 
heated pool, greenhouse, storage, Shed 
3. For Rent 5. Misc. For Sale 15. Machinery 
FURNISHED SUITES (kitchenettes) utili- ORIFLAME -EUROPEAN Natural Based 1976 INTERNATIONAL 4300 Tandem 
ties included (damage deposit required). Skin Care/Body Care/Cosmetics. Dianne w/hoist, stock racks, grain racks and 
Suitable for working person or student Rowe 638.1349. 3p35 round bale racks, Excellent, certified to 
638-1511. 3p36 LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Ask me how. Septi'93.Ph. 567-3305 4p36 
~: FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom modern 100% natural & safe; 100% guarantee: 1980 COLUMBUS Log tra er for hauling 
cottage at Lakelse Lake. N.G., fireplace, Lots of energy. Dianne Rowe, 638- short logs, CNV headache rack, false 
carpet throughout. Very quiet. NO pets. 1349, 3p36 trunk, drophitch with air locking hitch. 2 
References. Damage deposit. 798, single load pipes. Good shape, Burns 
2267, 3p36 6. Wanted Misc. Lake, $4500.00 o.b,o. 1-698-7627, 4p36 
THREE BEDROOM House. N/G. Avail. 
able Jan. 1/93, $700.O0 ~ mth, 350.00 
damage deposit! Horseshoe Area, near 
school. Responsible family or couple. 
635.4606. 3p36 
RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston 
Mall. Reasonable rates. For information 
please call Bert at 635-6316. Also avail- 
able is secod floor office space at the 
Houston Mall. 8p36 7. For Rent Misc. 
3 BEDROOM House. 10 minutes from 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil- : 1980 PETERBILT LOGGING Truck 4/b 
dren's furniture, check with the Product Silver ebuilt. New sleeves, piston liners, 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate bearrings, 2 new heads, new compressor, 
Affairs Canada (604) 666-5003 to ensure 18 sp transmission, 463 rebuilt dif. 2 lock- 
it meets current Safety Standards. The ers, 1 new. New brake linings, new 
sale of non compliant products not only maxis. Center winter tires. Logging truck 
could result in a tragic accident but also is is certified. H plate negotiable. Price 
a violation of the Hazardous Products $20,000, 1987 Brodex Quad Trailer with 
Act. tfn Brodex low profile bank. Good brake lin- 
ing. aluminum hubs and wheels. Very 
good tires. Certified. Price $20,000. 
town. N/G heat. Call 635-3831. 2p36 
14 x 70 TRAILER For rent. 3.bedrooms 
NG heat. 4 appliances. Set up in adult 
section of Timberland $600.00/month. 
Deposit and references required 635- 
4070. 2p36 
FOR RENT OR LEASE. 27x43 sq. ft. 
commercial retail space and 22x17 sq. ft. 
ot warehouse in back. Prime location of 
town. 604.635-2360. 3p37 
SLEEPING ROOM for rent in town. Call 
635-7176. 1 p37 
I OR RENT i 
1,400 sq. ft. Retail Space in 
the All West Center. 
638-1166 
FOR RENT: APPROXI 1 acre~ (fenced) 
with 2 small barns. Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses. $100/month; Call 635-5537 or 
638.0888 30tfn 
I 
. , . ,  s 0.,o o.,s I 
• Budget priced I 
• 24-hour access I 




Now has all sizes of units 
available for rent from: 
5'x5'xl 0' to 10'x24'x10' 
mined, occupancy. Ca11638-1931. 3p35 I FURNISHED I 
BETWEEN SMITHERS & TELKWA • 5 BACHELOR UNIT  Call us now for 
acres fenced with barn, 1288 sq ft, 3 ! Cableandutflitleslnduded. Refer nces r quired. SECURE HEATED 
bedroom, full basement home, 2 fire- 
places, sauna built in appliances, base- OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES storage units 
ment partially finished, 20 x 52 heated 635-5:350 
workshop, excellent location, beautiful 635-2507 , 
view $155,000 call 846-5537. 4p36 i FORLEASE i 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE Home. 2513 
sq.ft. 2 story, 4 bedrooms, curved stair- 
case. sunken livingroom, vaulted ceilings I OFFICE-RETAIL- CUNIC SPACE I 8 ~  
full basement, landscaped, garage. I Centrallocation, off street parking, I ~ C " ~ e e v y  
$195,000.00 Burns Lake. 1-692- I 1,400 sq. ft. ground floor I Celebrity wagon. Eurosport. Automatic 
7061, 4p36 I I trans, V6 engine, low km. $3995 ODD. 
GREAT STARTER! 976 sq. lt. home near ! I AVAILABLE " Call 635-2219(evenings). 635-7286 
town. Has detached garage/utility room. I I IMMEDIATELY  I I (days). • 3p36 
1989 TAURUS STATIONWAGON, 3L, New vinyl siding, new flooring and I CALL: I V6, Auto, tilt cruise clean, very good run- recently painted. Asking $76,900. Call 
John Evans (Remax of Terrace) 638- 3 1400. 37fin I 6 5-2252 (days) I " ~ ~ n i n g  condition. Current servicer:?record.~4p36 
3,GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENE-": .;::635-5531,,.(ev, entngs);.:'. ; i:~91TRUEKS:ffr-SALE ''!" :" 
ING, 3986 Mist'(3 Bedrooms) $62,5001 . . . . . .  
4685 Copper River Road (3 Bedrooms) 
$64,500. 3983 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed- ~'. ~ ~ '~ ~ engine with rack and canopy. Low mile- 
room Mobile) $39,900. Call John Evans 
(Remax of Terrace0 638-1400. 371fn 
4.62 ACRES, 2 KM south Tatlow Rd. 
Older four bedroom house. Partially reno- 
vated, good water, large shop, rental 
building. By appointment only 847-2986. 
No agents please. 4p37 
FOR SALE ON THE 
BENCH 
Excellent daycare or small 
business potential. Next to 
Uplands School. 3 BRM hse. 
natural gas. Shop Is 1,270 square 
feet with 2 piece bathroom. Fruit 
trees In backyard. Phone 
635-2224 
Phone 992.2731. 4p37 
16. Farm Produce 
FRUITS VEGETABLES, Wholesale 
prices. Apples, Pears, beets, cabbage, 
carrots, onions, potatoes, turnips and 
squash. Free delivery on minimum 
orders. Burns Lake. 1-695-6543. 4p35 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tfn 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur. 
ing 1150-1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT nght down. 
town, Fridge/stove, security entrance. 
Paved parking. On site management, 
635-7957 1511n 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST, Rooms 
by the night or by the week, Call 635- 
5537 or 638-0888, leave message, fin30 
TWO BEDROOM suite partly furnished, 
near hospital. $770 ruth., utilities 
included. Available January 1, Refer. 
ences reauired, Reply to File 19, 4647 
Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8 5p33 
350 LOADER. New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft. house boat 
lifetime aluminum has eye,hinD & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2-door auto • 
good cond. $1500. 14 ft. Tri-hull speed 
boat - 50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd lacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT - Lumber, tim- 
bers, siding and firewood.We can supply 
any and all demands for size and volume. 
Will negotiate custom sawing, logging 
and/or purchase of privte wood. Burns 
Lake. 695-6365 or 695-6391 4tfn 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED WOOD Con- 
structed utility sheds, garages, work- 
shops. Also trailer skirting, decks and 
fences, joey shacks, snow roofs. Dirk 
Bakker 638.1768 (evenings) 6p35 
WAFCOMATE SUPER WASHER FU-230 
(65 Ib) with base. $6,200.00. Huebsch. 
Dry Star Dryer (75 Ib) $1,500.00. 1 A.O. 
Smith Hot Water tank (85 U.S. gels) 
$1,200.00. Ph. 627.8611. 3p35 
HIDE A BED $350.00 O.B.O. Counter 
with enclosed salad bar and compressor 
$1,000.00 O.B.O. Chicken warmer with 
trays chicken fryer 36 poe. capacity 
houshcld items. Ph. 847.4833 after 6 
pro. 4p35 
KIRBY - SINCE 1914. Sales, Service & 
Supplies. Call for a flee, no obligation in 
home demonstration with the world class 
complete in home care system. Featudng 
7 units in one versatile machine. Dianne 
Rowe, 638-1349. 4p35 
12 CHROMALUX Electric baseboard 
heaters vadous sizes 2 ~ to 6 ft. $10 to 
$2O each. Ten thermostats $5 each. Six 
240 volt circuit breakers $5 each or $200 
the lot 635-4237. 3p36 
FOR RENT 
NEWLY REN OVATED 
COMMERCIAL/SERVICE SPACE 




- s tore  f ront  
- on H ighway 16  
- exce l lent  visibi l i ty 
- good  park ing  





with 3 phase power All with 
- 12 x 12 OH doors 
- natural gas heat 
- washrooms 
Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
635 '7459 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635-7400 afier 7 
p.m. 15tfn 
1980 FORD Econoline Club Wagon 351 
Windsor, VS, tinted windows, AM/FM cas. 
sette. GRC. $2600 ODD. Ph. 635-2513 
(message) or 635-1351 3p35 
1982 CHEV 1 ton pickup. Big 6 engine. 
1981 Chev 1/2 ton. good condition. Ph. 
635-3934. 3p35 
1991 DODGE Ram 250 extended cab 
4x4. Automatic with overdrive, P/B, P/S, 
P/W and doorlocks, NC cruise control. 
Excellent cond. 798-2403, 3p35 
1989 FORD 4x4 pickup, Heavy 3/4, 
$9900.00. Ph. 635-3934. 3p35 
1991 SONOMA SLE extended cab 4x4; 
running boards; graphics kit; excellent 
condition; reduced to $15,500. Must sell. 
Call: 845-3432, 4p35 
1974 I.H.C. 3 ton with 16' reefer box. 
GRC, fleet maint, $3000.00 ODD. 635- 
2728 days. 6p35 
1984 GMC truck. N!G. GC. Asking 
$4500.00. Ph 638-1972. 3p35 
1975 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 4x4. 
Runs well $1500. ODD 635-2767. 3p35 
1986 F-250 FORD Diesel, XLT Lariet 
Supercab one owner clean truck 
$10,900.00, Call 638-8373. 3p36 
CERTIFIABLE (45') Hwy. Van (Fruehaut) 
trailer for sale. Asking $5000, Phone 635- 
4442 or 635-2507 wk. 3p36 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
ARISTOCRAT HOLIDAY Trailer, 17' 
sleeps 8, ffidge & stove. Very good condi- 
rich. $2000.00. 1-698.7627 Burns 
Lake. 4p35 
13. Snowmobiles 
1991 YAMAHA Phaser long track piped 
paddled ski skins & cover. Excellent con- 
dition. Call 635-3761 after 4 pro. 635- 
7903 after 6 pm. 3p35 
1991 POLARIS INDY 400. Excellent con. 
dition. Low mileage. $4000.00. Bums 
Lake. 1-696-3402, ~ 4p36 
1990 MACH I. 585 CC. Excellent condi~ 
tion, $5900 or trade for 1992 450 cc 
machine. Call 635.7400. 3p37 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U 
D6 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000; 
2.003 C~ta, $4,500 each, 9 U & 003 
Cat parts, 2 • 20' aluminum boatsl 1-697- 
2474, 1-0697.2393, 161fn 
YEAR END PRICING, Rent to own sev- ' 
eral backhoes and excavators new and 
used equ pmont railers, dozem loaders, 
dump trucks, bell pumps, ambulance,. 
seMce and water trucks, 593-6791 51:)33 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-alr Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
18. Business Services 
LEARN TO FLY WITH Coastal Mountain 
Flight Centre. Recreational, business and 
career courses. Start groundschool any 
Thursday night. Ask about our mini-pro 
shop for aviation books and novelties. 
635-1355 11c27 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: Snow 
removal earth auger, back.hoe back filling 
dean-up sweeper/collector, levelling resi- 
dential/commercial. 638-8638, mobile 
638-3808 . 12p27 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse pricing cabi- 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada 3566 
Massey Dr. Prince George, Ph, .561- 
2240, Fax 561.2250 8p33 
PILOT CAR, fully licenced, insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice. Expe. 
enced ddvers. Call 638-8398. lp37 
i i i  
• 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) ~ 3  
PRESCHOOL & DAYOARE 
For children 2tA to 5 
638-8890 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638- 
SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. 
REWARD OFFERED for return of Conan, 
large male, neutered German Shepard. 
Lost Nov. 20 on Old Remo Rd. Call 635- 
6402 or 635.6347. Ask for Pauline. 2p36 
LOST ONE GOLD HOOP EARRING in 
the Skeena Mall (Dec. 20/92). If found 
call 635.9480, 2p37 
- , , - - - - - -SAVE THIS  COUPON.  = -,,,,,---',',= I~ 
! TWO NIGHTS FOR ,ii 
' s¢ ;o  • '! 99 
I -.~ I plus applicable II 
 rnce eor0e OC l i  
| *One double room for two people for two consecutive nights | 
| Advance Reservations Only | 
i Valid until January 31, 1993 =. 
I ,Convenient downtown location I 
• • I I  I 98 Units with fridges . 
• Indoor poD, sauna and swir I 
I wLicensed dining lounge II 
I CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-663-6620 1
| j  5m,502'C2 °r/a2t r le  t,m, m --, L - -  - , , , - -  ,m ih°2e262'424,,,=l~ II Prince George " Fax: 562-4441 II 
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS 
*** Use onlylightsthatbeartheCanadianStan- 
dards Association label of approval, 
** Indoor lights are not to be used outdo6rs 
they are not weather-proof. On the other 
• hand, outdoor lights often generate too much 
heat to be used safely indoors. 
,% Before installing lights, and regularlywhile 
they are in use, inspect them for cracked bulbs, 
frayed cords and broken or exposed wires. 
Replace or repair as required. 
*** As soon as you spot a burned out bulb 
replace it, otherwise the other operating bulbs 
might Dye rheat. 
.*_ Electric ghts must notbe used on metallic 
trees because the tree could become energized 
through a fault in the system and shock or 
:electrocute anyone coming in contact. Metal- 
lic.trees can be highlighted by floodlights placed 
at a safe distance and out of reach. 
*** Before leaving the house or retiring for the 
night, turn off all decorative lights and fire inspect 
all rooms l  Be particulary alert for smoldering 
smoking materials in upholstered furniture. Flush 
ashtray contents down the toilet, 
TheTerrace Standard, Wedr,~.s. , O:~cembet : Page B7 
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" 2-ET • 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PROFESSION PET Grooming in home or 
door to door service. We come to you. 
Small dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts. Price 
varies on size. Ph. 635-3772 or 638-1977 
'Joanna'. 6p33 
EXOTIC BIRDS: Unique Christmas gifts 
for young and old. Young cockatiels, 
dngneck parakeets, finches. Cages avail- 
able. 1.845.7171. 4p34 
SHELTY PUPS, males, black, Sable pet. 
breeding. Guaranteed. Vaccinated. 
Healthy, working and show lines. 
Papered. Reasonable. 1-692-3403 4p34 
2male Shih Tzu puppies. To approved 
homes only. $350.00 firm & shots. No 
papem. 635.3040. 3p35 
3 REGISTERED CHARDAIS bulls 3 
years old. Excellent breedem with good 
conformation. Ph, 567.3305 4p36 
KUVASC PUPPIES for sale. Farm raised. 
Excellent livestock guardians. C.K.C. reg. 
istered. Available the end of January. 
Phone 635.7662 evenings or week. 
ends. 4p36 
21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human rights code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimiates against 
any person because of odgin, or requires 
a job applicant to furnish any information 
concerning race, religion, colour, ances- 
try, place of odgin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as 'female' and 
where ffemele' is used, read also as 
'male'. 
FT/PT HYGIENIST or Certified Dental 
Assistant required at The Bums Lake 
Dental Clinic. Please send resume to 
Terri Dickson, Box 169, Burns Lake, B.C. 
V0J 1E0 4P34 
WANTED. Responsible, non-smoker, 
live-in childcare worker for Bums Lake. 
Children age 3.4 yearn. Suitable for sin- 
gle Morn. Negotiable terms. 1-692- 
4285. 4p35 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Full time or 
part.time hairdresser in Burns Lake. 1- 
692-7687. 4p36 
WOOLWORTH accepts applications for 
employment every Wednesday. For an 
application & interview please apply in 
~erson to personnel dept. lp37 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
Earn $300/900 weekly. Year ound positions. 
Hiring men/worner~ F ee r00m/board Willtrain, 
Calt 1.504.646-4500, ExtC565 24 hrs, 
~ Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as gNan in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money tc Box 
replies. 
.CARING MOM will babysit ages 1 1/2 & 
up In no smoking homo on South Kalum. 
Experienced with references available. 
Ph. 635-1391, 4p35 
QNDERELLA CLEANING Service, Com- 
mercial and residential. We do walls, 
dean cupboards, wash floom. 10 ym 
experience. Free estimates. 635- 
7271 4p35 
I " Journeyman Carpenter 
[ Will do finishS, renovallons, install cabinets, 
I Preflnlshed Hardwood Floodng 
| Maple birch, ash, oak. Available Innalurat end 
I Varlou~ coloum, (No sanding required) Slza ~ 'x 
I 2VZ' or alA" 
| CALL636.6277 (leaves message) 
DO YOU NEED HELP?  
Contact  635.7668 For Home Mall Services. 
Some Services Includes', .Homeslttlng 
.Shopping. Child Care- Snow Shoveling 
• Home Cleaning 
635-7668 
23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out. No job too small. Mike Gray. 638- 
0822 321fn 
LEN'S RENOVATIONS. Will hang 
drywalis, taping, remodel rooms, special- 
izing in bathrooms, hang doom, windows, 
painting, plumbing, repair jobs, free esti- 
mates. 635-7271. 6p34 
WORK WANTED - I will work for any Ter- 
race and area business. I am a fireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
weeK; days and evenings, will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638- 
7283. tfn 
24, Notices 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to gem 
erai public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635-6181 and catch 
the spirit! 5fin 
FREE SERVICE. Help with your forms or 
lettem. Call Melissa at 635-9119 for 
help. tfn 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
I I I~  ~.,~lll~IUldll I~ I IdU I I I LdL IU I I  ~.,UUlILII IUI LII~ UIOO.u|~;u wuJ l to  ~. . . . v  ,.,l.Vl.,, 
To make people understand that a disability - of vision, of hearing, of 
speech, or mobility - shouldn't mean having to give up the 
opportunities and options most take for granted. 
Through education, through government lobbying and by pushing for ii 
more and better physical accessibility for people with disabilities we ~ 
can change attitudes. 
But it takes money. 
By helping the Canadian Rehabilitation Council for the Disabled 
through adonation, you'resayingtomorethan3.3millionCanadians I iiiii iiiil ~i~ 
with disabilities that you see them for who they are: productive people !:~!~ 
with something to offer, just like you. [ 
[ Please give generously. ~ 
The Canadian Rehabilitation Council for the Disabled ~i:i 
45 Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 801, Toronto, Ontario M21~ . . . . . .  
The Canadian Rehabilitation Council for the Disabled is a registered charity. 
Donations are tax deductible. Receipts available on request. 
!: 
NIRVANA METAP HYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
New set of courses start Jan. 4/93. 
Calendar available at the centre or call 
Make self healing, awareness and 
spiritual growth be your New Years 
resolution that will keep on working! 
3611 Cottonwood 635.7776 
25. Business Opportunities 
FOR SALE: Collector's Comer (sports 
cards and comics) . Excellent business 
opportunity, excellent location. Everything 
must go at $!2,000.00 OBO. 635-3977 or 
635-3790 31)35 
IDEAL HOME BASE Busines. MLM Mar. 
keting Consumable Products. Perfect for 
single mom's or couples. Call for 2 min. 




THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now offering a reprint service 
to it's readers. You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
fTom our news files. 
(prices vary depending on size). 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file, 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C, 
638-7283 _ 
'~ I~ I ' IOME'BASED " ~ " ~ ; . ~ ,  
( ~  • Dress Making 
Ast ro -Pure  • Alterations 
Baderiostatic Water Purifiers ~/,,. • Custom 
ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER ON TAP. 
THE COST OFSOTTLEe WATER .~,~'~a Sewing AT A FRACTION OF 
r.,~.,..,..~.=.. (604) 635-3697 635-1304 
Terrace, B.C. 
Discovery Toys ® 
0~,opnww~d Toy=, Book= a Genres F= AI/~es 
Hmle DirncnnsUons. FundrWse~s, Catalogue/PtKx~ 
Oid1¢8, part Time & FUi Time Carom' Oppol~nlles. 
V~I~ Ao=epted 
SUSAN M. RIDLEY 
(604) 638-1319 
3 8  HOLIDAY 
HOUSEHOLD HELP 
Complete House, Child & 
Pet Sitting Services 
Maxlne Bob 
4614 Davis Ave. 638-8648 
Machine Quilting 
Beautiful Fast and Inexpensive 
Let Me Do Your Quilting 
o 
Joyce Casorso 638-8814 
Mustafa 's  Emporium, 
Silver & Gold Jewellery at 
Affordable Prices 
Leather Bags - Embroidered Vests 
Olive Wood Carvings Nativity Sets 
Showroom at 4719 Park Ave. 635,5218 
Creative Z inens 
:Custom Made Bedroom Accessories 
carolyn Ann clay 
=h. (604) 635-5191 4805 Davis Ave. 
~ax (604) 635.9068 Terrace, B.C. VBG 1Y2 
LIST YOUR HOME- 
BASED BUSINESS 
HERE FOR ONLY 
$5.50 PER WEEK ON 
A 13 WEEK CONTRACT 
For Information On The 
TERRACE HOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 
Meetings held on The 3rd of each month 
i 
, Please Phone 635-9415 







I rl I I III II 
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BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 oommunity newspapers in B.G. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT I604) 669-9222, 
| II I I I I I II 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995. 5 year 100,000 kms 
warranty. Bond Mechanical 
serving B,C, for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days 6 a.m, - 8 p,m. 
(604)872-0641, Toll-free 
Mon-Fd 1.800-663-2521. 
A WISE CHOICE, Quality 
Rebuilt Engines. Cars and 
light rucks from $998.6 Year, 
100,O00 Km limited warran- 
ttes, Canada Engines Ltd. 
580-1050 (7 days) 1.800- 
665.3570, 856-5828 (eve- nln__nE~L. 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummlns Die- 
sel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500, cash 
rebate. 'O' down O,A.O, 
Payments from $189/month. 
Phone Grant or Don collect 
538.9778. 
BUILDING 6UPPLIE$ 
DOORS IWINDOWSI Interior 
and exterlorwood metal and 
French Doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
colleot to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101, 
BU. INE~ OPPORTUNmES 
"ULTRASONIC BLIND 
CLEANING" The fastsstgrow- 
In~ Service Business ol the 
gO =,nowln Canada, No Com- 
petition, Low Overhead, Ex 
Gallant Profits, Manuractureo 
In B.C, Details (604)862-8332, 
NETWORK LEASING. Full 
servl~ leasing franchises, 
National Company, complete 
tralnlng, protected territory. 
Low overhead, freedom to 
operate your own business. 
Telephone: 535-2612. 
Exclusive Territory Available 
$32 500 buys complete busl- 
ness set-up Inoludlng equip- 
ment and produot o supply 
new serv co to commercial 
and residential market place. 
(604)942-41 lg, Fax: 
(604)944-6908, 
EOUCATiON 
Train to be a "C RM" - Certi- 
fled Apartment Manager. 
Many Jobs available, Over 
2,000 graduates now work- 
Ing. Government licensed 
home.study oouree. R.M,T,I. 
681-5456 or 1-800-665-8339. 
EDUCATION GARDENINGI 
Free Career Guide to home- The Ultimate Gardener's 
study correspondence DI- Store. 1,000's of Products, 
ploma courses. Accounting, Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
AlrcondllJonlng, Bookkeeping, Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Business, Cosmetology, Selection. 60 Page, photo 
Electronl¢s~ Legal/Medical filled 1992¢atalogub-$4, rd z 
"Seoretary; Psychology,' ' ~n'd=~b16;0Ti o~.del~f Western 
Travel. Gmnton, (SA) - 263 Water'Farrhs, ~#tO3=20120'- 
Adelaide West, Toronto. 1- 
800-950-1972. 
EQUIPMENT 
1985 Tlmberjack 450A 6 BTA 
Grapple/Line 3 yrs. engine 
warranty, 80% rubl~r good, 
dean machine. Chains, spare 
@e, transmission, 1 season. 
Both differentials rebuilt extra 
parts, hoses, 620.3313. 
FOR .ALE MISC. 
Plow Trucks, Sanders, 
Grader with Snow Wing, 
Loaders, Dozers, Backhoes, 
Excavators, Lowbeds, Water 
Trucks, 1213 Crusher, Com. 
p~etewtth power. 1-493.6791. 
64th Ave., Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P7. 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP; B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 





Solariums and complete line 




ECOWATER Since 1925 Is 
expanding throughout B.C. 
Sales Managers, Sales Peo- 
ple and Service People re- 
quired. Training provided. Fax 
resume to 766-1508 or Phone 
1.800-667-4401, 
ldditional income in your spare 
:ime. 
f you or someone you 
interested, then give us a 
rODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
v' 4300 - 4500 Park, 
Little area 





NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS. 
Ter race  Standard  




$3.70 each additional word 
MACHINERY 
Paclfio Forklift Sales Lid, (Est. 
1972). Dozens of good used 
Forklifts available LP, Gas, 
Diesel, Ele¢tdo. We Buy Tool 
f604)533-5331;, Fax 
:(6b;$)533-456~ t Eve~. ~Terry 
: Sl_mpso.n'(604)535-13,1/" 
PER'ONAL ;' 
OKANAGAN VALLEY GIRLS 
- Karen, Sylvia and Tanya - 
have exciting.Personal Pho- 
tos For Sale,Fordlscreetlnfo, 
write KAREN, Box 670-GB, 
Kelowna, B,C. V1Y 7P4. 
ADULTS ONLY PLEASEI 
SERV|CE8 
Major ICBC motor vehlde In- 
jury claims, Joel A, Wener, 
trial lawyer for 24 years, Call 
free: 1-800-665-1138. Con- 
tlngenoy fees available. 
Simon, Wener& Adler, 
[ .&..ETOLA.;,F," l/ 
I " Ii An advsrfislng'Best Buy"l 
|1 Place your ad In over 100 II 
Ilnewspapers for onlyl| JI_$195.o0. , I l 
t 
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27. Announcements Thank you for your support I WAYNE HAMILTON, 33. Travel 
r' 
26. Personals f i _ .~_  
KNOW SOMEONE INxTHE TEN- 
RACE/KITIMAT area ~',~lalcohoVdrug 
problems? Get the ~'if~Jitape, 'Raised 
From the Ruins' :Yoii,II love it! 
Free/confidential. Call toll.ff~e 1-800-528- 
OO70. .. 1 lp27 
JEHOVAH'S ~TNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Consdence by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758. 29tfn 
CHRISTIAN of East Indian descent, 
financially secured; warm, caring, affec- 
tionate, family-type gentleman, tall, mid- 
forty, Canadian. Interest: ;photography, 
sports, fishing, travelling, ~'candlelights, 
etc. Seeks simple romantii: mate for 
meaningful relationship. Phone, photo to 
File 35, c/o The Terrace Standard 4647 
Lazelle, Terrace VSG 1S8. '~ 4p35 
STEWART Single Dad 39 enjoys out- 
doom and hornet,me, seeks lady for 
lengterm relationship. Reply file //5 e/o 
The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8g 1S8. ,'" 3p36 
MARSHALL JIM (Birth Name) Dec. la, 
1971 Mills Memorial Hospital, .Terrace, 
B.C. Your birth mother and birth family 
would love to meet you. Contact: Man] 
Jane Jim c/o Box 4173, Whitehorse, 
Yukon. Y1A 3S9. Phone 668-2312 or 
668-3562. 4p37 
ATTRACTIVE, KIND, gentle, considerate 
woman 57', 125 Ibs, long blond hair, blue 
eyes and a good sense of humour Is look- 
ing for attractive, kind, gentle considerate 
man age 35 to 4S for companionship, 
friendship, or lasting relationship. Please 
send photo and phone no. to File No. 6 
do The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8. 1 p37 
-I 
MR. l MRS. B, NICOLSON 
Formerly of Terrace, B.C. 
Brent Nicolson, and Tracie 
Danchuck of Kamloops will be 
visiting family and friends over 
the Xmas holidays. 
The happy couple make their 
home in Kamloops, B.C,. 
30. Obituaries 
DOE, Eileen Elizabeth LeBlanc - 
69, passed away on December 7th, 
1992, in the City of Terrace, B.C. 
Elleen Is survived by her Beloved 
husband Gaston; loving children, 
Yvonne, Louis, Kenneth and 
grandchildren Russ and Renee. 
Eileen was born in Alberta in 1923, 
on April 6th. In 1951 met Gaston 
and married in 1952. She will be 
sadly missed. 
THE ODDS ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
m yourself with the latest 




The Canao~an Red Cross Soccety 
Local office requires an 
OFFICE CLERK 
to ~rf0r.m N P, NR & payroll 
~ ::fun'ctionsand to assist in 
Financial Statement 
preparation. Minimum of 3 
years in a recognized 
accounting program &/or 
related experience required. 
Salary based on 
qualifications, 
Reply in confidence to: 
Terrace Standard File #5 
Deadline Jan, 15/1993 
We are preparing to open a new location in Terrace. The company 
is looking to fill all employee positions. As a strong and diversified 
company that has a histo~j of success, we can offer you: 
• Promotion from within .Comprehensive 
,Excellent training program benefit package 
,Flexibility of locations 
We will be conducting Interviews from January 11th to 15th at the 
Sandman Inn,,Terrace. No experience necessary. 
nl 
J~  TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIEIY 
iNTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Ter racev lew Lodge requ i res  a 
QUAL IF IED HAIRDRESSER 
to  prov ide  ha i rdress ing  serv ices  for  the  res idents .  
P lease  contact  Bonn ie  at  
638  -0223 
Office (604) 299-7526 Facsimile (604) 299-7884 
LAD K 
Area  Manager  
Clark Freightways 
Division of Clark Reefer Unes Ud. 
Clark is a well-established trucking company providing a 
specialized service throug bout all of B.C. We are looking for 
a highly motivated Area Manager to represent Clark 
Freightways In the Pdnce Rupert/Terrace area, Reporting to 
our Burnaby Head Office, the successful candidate will be 
responsible for servicing our existing accounts, soliciting 
new business, and ensuring that Clark Frelghtways 
continues to meet the service expectations of our valued 
customers. Previous transportation experience is an asset 
but not essential. Please send your resume In confidence 
to: Director of Marketing, Clark Freightways, 2864 Norland 
Ave,, Burnaby, B,C,, VhB 3A6. 
~1~ Speclal/sts /n FOod," Pharmaceutlcal and General Commodltles ~
. . . . . . .  .Temperature Contro!l~d Transportation 
t 7  of 
h ~  "/HE: 
Diabetes  
I1:1 :k, Li i]; ~ I, h~ q=f±v,'A "J~l[~ l  
ral }i{~'!:i,L i ::~{ii: 
will no longer be 
responsible for any 
debts incurred by 
anyone other than 
myself, dated this 16th 
day of December 1992. 
32. Legal Notices 
Province of MnisVy o( 
Bdtish Columbia F0tests 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR TIMBER 
SALE LICENCE A36578 
FOR COMMERCIAL THINNING 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
08:30 am, on the 14th day of January1993 
to be opened at 09:30 am on the 14th day 
cf January 1993, for a Timber Sale 
Ucence to authorize the harvesting of 
1,783cubic metres, more or less, of timber 
located in the vicinity of Thomhill Moun~n 
Access Road in the Kalum Timber Supply 
Area, 
TOTAL VOLUME: 1,763 cubic metres, 
rnore or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 80%, Balsam: 6%, 
Cedar: 12% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $0,25 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
District Manager at #200-5220 Keith 






Re: The estate of  Douglas  
Angus Col l inson,  deceased, 
formerly of 3-A 4708 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, Br i t i sh  
Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
Douglas Angus Colllnson are 
hereby notified under section 36 
of the Trustee Act that 
particulars of their claims should 
be sent to the executrix at 
Warner Bandstra, Barristers & 
Solicitors, 200 - 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
on or before the 21 day of 
Janum'y, 1993 after which date 
the executrix will distribute the 
estate among the parties 
entitled to it, having regard to 
the claims of which the 
executrix then has notice. 




I saw your picture in the 
paper. 
Now you can keep a copy of that picture forever through anew sewice 
offer by the TERRACE STANDARD. Come in and browse through our 
news photo file Reprints of black and white news photos or the c010ur 
front page photo are available, Prices will vary depending on size, 
Sv 00g 
5xTrepnnts ..... , , .  plustax 
*Other sizes are also available 
Cance l led  Due To 
Ho l iday  
Next  Schedu led  Steak  Night 
F IRST  FR IDAY 
IN FEBRUARY 
one minor, but painful, ,.~ll~g ~ and symptoms are 
affliction is a cramp Cramps ~-" 7 excessive sweating 
can be brought on by cold .~.,~ I and muscular' 
water or any sudden change (~. , )  ~[ spasms of the 
to the body system. In some k~" , J~ ,~ extreme tie, s and 
situations, cramps can be ~ - ~ ~ne aoaomen 
very serious. J "  I "-~ "~ To eh:nlP 
The experts at - -~  ~k¢ - . '  k '  ] some, ,~ 
St. John t~.  #' " ~ "-- "h% 1 va~n nea 
Ambu-  ~- -  =~,,~'] ~ ~ f cramps, take 
lance ..,, ~ ! I ~ ' ~ thecasu- 
. • ..,'1' L ~  ~ ~ . .  a l tytoa aavlse r ~ ,iT -0  . . . . . . . . .  
that ~ '  1].~l~ ~ [ ~  (,~/,~ coolplace 
~,..,.~. ,,-," ~ v / I ,  IU"I/IIIIII [h~ and place them 
ing the con- ~j'~.~. "" " at rea~;, ~lve m 
. . . . . . . .  "hel- I 1  C. casualty slightly 
¢racLea muscms wm g • " s "¢~; : ~alted water (1/4 
reheve cramps. If the "}~'. sa 
cramp is in the hand, ~;j '  teaspoon ~alt to 
' era ' I cup wa~er or straighten out the ring, I1'.': . . 
forcibly but gently. If it s ~ 1"25mlm~awlta~r~50 
in the thigh, drink. 
straighten the 
knee and raise the O l e gwith one . jch I f  the cramps • . persist, a second 
hand under the 
heel, the other 
down on the __ 
knee. For 
cramps in the 
calf, straighten 
the knee and " 
draw the foot up toward the 
shin. For foot cramps, 
straighten the toes and' have 
the victim stand on the ball 
of the foot, 
Heat cramps, in particular, 
are common in the summer 
since they occur with ~ prevention, For more 
vigorous exercise and ~ information, contact 
profuse sweating in a ~. the St, John 
hot environment. The Ambulance office 
most notable signs nearest you, 
St. John Ambulance 
i . 
cup may be 
gwen after ten 
minutes, If 
cramps are 
still not re- 
lieved, do not 
I give more 
water. The 
situation could be serious 
and medical a.~sistance is 
required. 
St. John Ambulance 
teaches first aid, CPR and 
health care with an empha- 
sis on safety and accident 
-~__  _ ~ -  
Happy New year 
From the girls at 
Elan Travel 
Theresa, Cindy, Barb and Jeanne 
]~4 HRs. 635-6181 I 





Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
5keens 5ammills O 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
~lotice of pre-harvest silviculture prescriptions, pursuant to 
Section 3 of the Silviculture Regulations. 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will 
apply if approval is o~.tained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescription will be available for viewing until 
February 3, 1993 at Skeena Sawmills office, Hwy. 16 W., 
Terrace, B.C. during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration, written comments must be made to 
J.G. Cowman, R.P.F., Skeena Sawmills FLA-16882, Box 10, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A3, no later than February 5, 1993. 
---= I _ -]" .-- - . 
Cutting. Block Location Area Amendment 
Permit (ha) Yes/No 
26 2 Kinskuch River 59.4 Yes 
402 1 White River 66.2 No 
402 2 White River 37.6 No 
FOR SALE  BY  TENDER 
1986 Suburban 4x4 Sierra 1500. RFAD 29-92-109 I 
1986 GMC Mini Pick-up Model S-15 I 
RFAD 29-92-122 
1976 Caterpillar Electric Forklift Truck Model M-80. 
RFAD 29-92-170 
1985 Ford Econo Cargo Van E-150. RFAD 29-92-177 
1977 GMC Tandem Tractor Model #JV76713. 
RFAD.29-92-26 
1974 Hyster Forklift Truck Model H80C . . . . . . .  
RFAD 29-92-176 
1984 Clarktor Towtractor Model CTb0D. 
RFAD 29-92-188 ............. 
1984 Clarktor Towtractor Model CTb0D. 
RFAD 29-92-59 
1981 Clarktor Towtractor Model C-Tb0 Diesel 
RFAD 29-91-129 
1980 Taylor Dunn Model R. RFAD 29-92-171 
Heady Herman Maul,ft. RFAD 29-92-184 
1980 Digital Equipment Model VT100 Computer 
Terminals. RFAD 29-91-138 
THE FOLLOWING FIVE ITEMS ARE ON RFAD 29-91-147 
ONLY IBM Proprinter 
2 ONLY AMDEK Video - 300A Monitors 
2 ONLY IBM Industrial EGA Monitors 
1 ONLY Epson FX-100 Printer 
1 ONLY Epson FX-286 Printer 
4 ONLY Brand New - Purchased in November 1989 Parker 
Hannifin Hydraulic Cylinders. Model BB2WUSI4A 
STR. 50.5" BORE 4". RFAD 49-91-139 
1 ONLY 35 Years + 16" Pedestal Grinder (575 volt input) 
machine measure =60" x 28" x approx. 50" high. 
RFAD 29-92-56 
1 ONLY Progress 4E drill press. RFAD 49-91-126 
2 ONLY New Fibreglass Shower Stalls - slightly damaged ue 
to moving about, approx. 10 years old. 
RFAD 29-92-96 
465 ONLY Kilgard Brick 13" x 13"2.5" thick w/3.5'" din thru 
hole dead centre of thieimess. RFAD 29-92-97 
1 ONLY 1987 Hydraulic Breaker Hanuner Glama 
"" Model GH-06 almost new. RFAD 29-92-168 
1 ONLY Motor: 175HP Serial #222-8873. RFAD 29-91-52 
THE FOLLOWING THREE ITEMS ARE ON 
RFAD 29-92-116 
l ONLY Cylinder PH 3B MM CTC2 Huls 29GC 250 MM 
Serial #2421. S=SelfAligning Cap End Mouuting 
ECL #259/81059 
1 ONLY PnemnaticCylinder 2.5" C-C-2A-S-18-C-61 2" 
S=41DGG/DGG CAV EPS-5 Switches 
1 ONLY Parker Hamfifin Hydraulic Cylinder Model J-2HLV 
18-A 6" Bore 72" Stroke 2.5" Rod 2.25"x12 
24 ONLY New In-Sink-Erator (Oarhurators), coutinuoas-fccd 
Model ISE-77, heavy duty 3/4 HP motor, automatic 
reversing action, sound insulated uppershell, stainless 
steel shredder ring and griud chamber, two pace 
stainless teel stopper. RFAD 25-92-190 
THE FOLLOWING TWO ITEMS ARE LOCATED AT 
SKINS LAKE, B.C. RFAD 25-91-98 
1 ONLY 10 HP Johnson Outboard Motor 1955 Model 
l ONLY 43 HP Scott at Water Outboard Motor 1965 Model 
All items will be sold on an "As Is, Where Is Basis". Cash on 
acceptance of bid for immediate removal. Aiean (The Company) 
reserves the right to refuse any offer for any reason whalsocver. 
Items may be viewed by contacting the scrap & salvage co- 
ordinator at 639-8153 or local 3153. Bids are to be submitted in a 
sealed envelope marked with the RFAD number and a brief 
description of the item. 
Closing date is Friday the 29th day of January 1993 at 12:00 p.m, 
(noon). No bids will be accepted after this date. 
Bids to be addressed to: 
ALCAN SMELTERS & CHEMICALS LTD., 
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Newspaper Advertising is 
"CONSISTENCY" 
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips 
when hey want to see it. If it's not in print your message is 
just floating in the air. 
Business Directories ads - $22.00/week 
Contact the Standard at 638.7283 
635-1131 . ~  ~"~ 638-8545 
BUSINESS ( ~ ~  HOME 
MECHANICAL FLEET 
REPAIRS ~ ~  SERVICE 




4818 B HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 11.6 
-.I, 
I 




Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, Horses  and Wildlife 
JANE TURNER: . . . .  
Pet Gallery 
i 
635--6'552 ~ ~i 
~-8o~a 
:'; * " FOL * ~  ' have it, We'll deliveritl 1 . ~ . . . ~ 1   ~ ....~'et:z. ,,,_~£:::,~r.....~. e ~: , ~efs~oo~ ;..-~ ~ When you go~a 
IL ~,~,  :~"~":~:/~" " ~ ~ ~ ' ~ i  I ~1 SALES OFANDLOCAL SCENERY/WlLDLIFELIMITED EDITION PRINTsPHOTOS I~1;~" 
~ ' Z '  ' " --" ' ; ' : "  ........... ' " : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ~ " ~ ~ " H" LOCATED IN ~NTRE. ,  ,.,"AL-- KITIMAT Bg; ,Fun,Magic,Balloons | l~:i i I] (,owerlevel) . ~' "q~ ~r Top Quality Flowers * Balloon Bouquets I , ,, 
. Decorat ing.  Costume Delivery I 
Bus: 635-6312 Home: 635-7819 Fax: 635-4166 I Heather Gaydon I ~ CHECK & COMPARE 
i 3309 Kalum Street, Terrace I ' P " / 
!.. "We Add a Sparkle of Magic" ] CHIMO DEL IVERY 638-8530 / L~ 'z='=Af t=er~ 
R 
A 
i PURIF IED B O T T L E  E ~ 4 : "  1. 
FREE HOME& OFFICE DEUVERY IN TERRACE & KITIMAT • :. ~i ~ : .... : DAVE & ANITA MATER~ 
I Avenue ~ f ~, . ,1  I, ~, i #6 '5002 Pohe ~: : ,  : ' ~i.. ,=~ : - ! :  ,! !:! O ff[6e: 63.5~.2~i4~t ' 
[ Terrace, B C V8G 4S8 : / ~ :. AUtoTe : 638-9391 
: :: . Call today for your •FREE trial, ! ; .  " : ' i  
. " " Now you havea©holce : : .: : '  : . 
I /dUj[l=l;t :li; 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
|sques BronZe ?~en~S 24 HOUR :!! :~i ~/k ~ 
&-men-,." =: Answering'and Pager'Servlce" :'=9 "[~.~ 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers ~,:-'~4a4 Funeral Serv,ce 
& Prince Rupert v~,~,~ dr- ~ A~.soc~ahon 
PET LOVE ! 
Dog & Cat Grooming - All Breeds 
Home or Door to Door 
= 
JOANNE 635-3772 i /I 
Jane s Pet Gallery 
Dog and Cat Grooming 
]:RI':E PICKUP AND DEI,IVERY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, Itorses and Wildlife 
• O 
635-6552 
638-8018 JANE TURNER 
Pierre Lussler 635-7400 
ii 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace. B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
i 





Fast, Reasonable 638-1977 
Service - Call TERRACE, B.C. 
S ooo V ,,ey 
I ~ Video ~:~'-=~ "-'Clinic 
Audio-Video-Computer Repairs 
202-4716 Lazelle Avenue Terrace 635-7762 
i 
! A I D LA  N I~/A-]~-~ 
i ' LAND MOBILE  RADIOI - ' I I JUUL IU  
'ii ,or,,,,,n, , Communications Dd.
Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
4 5002 Pohle 638"0261 
I 
• • = • 
J PAUL G. NEUMANN 
Dr. of Optometry 
4550 Lakelse Ave, 
OPTOMETRIC Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P7 
C~11ON 
--  (604) 638-2020 
~--~--M~AGE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
j~r lm,~ Weddings -Insurance Claims - Business/Instructional Seminars 
. . . . . .  EntertaJnment/lVluslc/Rea] Estate Dame Videos "All Special Events" 
Say "Merry Christmas" with World Wide Video 
Send A Video Gift To Family And Friends Anywhere* 
Multi-Type Video Duplication (S -VHS,VHS, Video 8, Hi-VideoS, also Super 8ram, 
Photos and Slide to Video Transfers) ( Mall Orders Welcome), 
*PAL-NTSC.PAL end SECAM .NTSC.SECAM CONVERSIONS 
*Bulk Duplication *Full Editing & Broadcasting T~ling 
2807 Hall Street 
Gary Venture Terrace, B.C. V802Re 635-3908 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
-y Carpentry - Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3678 Juniper St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5E7 
Malcolm Sim0ns " 
Ph. 6354724 
I I  I 
Victor P. H  wes, 0.o. 
OPTOMETRIST 
I |  
#t - 4748 Lakelse Ave, Appls 638-8055 
Terrace, B,C, Fax:: 638.8087 
V8GiR6~' : M0dem: 638-8697 ' 
i 
i 
,;,~,, Windshield_ Repair/Replacements 
~~ ~,~ , W,odows 
l ,~ . . .~ /~ .I[F'/'. i~ ,  • Sea ed Units > { .... , =~ ; 
. _ . -~  ~,~-AL C S GLASS LTD 
~,.~\.~,,~, 3720 River Drive Terrace 
~: ,~; 638-8001, in litimat 632-4800 
i i 
..... I 




A little heart goes a long way. 
Skeena Valley,Rotary Club 
membePs prove¢i ffaat last wee k 
when they handed over a ehe- 
que for the amount 0f$7,700 to 
the residents association at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
The residents are trying to 
raise money for a new van to 
take them on  their travels 
around town and around the 
northwest. 11 • ,,  
And the drive forfor  that new 
van got a b ig boos t with the 
Rotarians' donation, more than 
doubling the amount of money 
in the fund. 
They now have nearly $12,000 
on their way to their goal of 
$70,000. 
Residents association presi- 
dent John Merriott called it a 
"wonderfull donation" and 
thanked the Rotary club for the 
money. 
On hand for the presentation 
were Rotarians Ed Graydon, 
Bob  Audet, Andrew Webber, 
and Lau'd0 Botelho. 
The m0ney was rabed when 
the Ske~na Valley Rotary Club 
raffled 0ffa four-wheel ATV in 
the Skeena Mall last month. ~ 
The lucky ticket-holder and 
owner of a new ATV is Theo 
Morven. 
LYMAN MILLER passed away last month at the age of 90. He 
had lived at Terraceview lodge for the last two and a half years. 




passed away on Nov. 
15 at the age of 90. 
Husband to Stella Miller, 
Lymau had been at Terraceview 
for two and a half years. 
He was born on a covered 
wagon passing through Okla- 
homa on March 16, 1912 with his 
family on their way to Alberta 
from New Mexico. 
His parents were Maude Ral- 
stron and Charles Miller. They 
had decided to move to Canada 
with their five children for a bet- 
ter life. 
They settled at Luduc, Alberta. 
His father left to return to the 
States when Lyman ~ they 
youngest in his family - -was 12. 
Charles died there. 
His widowed mother got a job 
in Prince George cooking for CN 
Rail in order to support he chil- 
dren. 
At the age of 15, Lyman went 
out to work, also getting a job 
with CN. 
He worked on the railway for 
41 years. 
There in Prince George, Lyman 
met his wife Stella (Caron). 
Stella was a housekeeper for a 
policeman and his family. Lyman 
took a fish over he had caught for 
the family as an excuse to get to 
know Stella. They fell in love and 
were married on June 15, 1933. 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
They had sixchildrcn, there and his family now say 
In 1957 Lyman was transferred many thanks to allthere. 
to Pacific by CN and in 1958 Lyman was predeceased by his 
moved to Terrace as a locomotive son Dale and grandson Randy. 
foreman. A funeral service was held at 
He retired in 1965 from CN but Sacred Heart Parish on Nov. 19 
kept working on the pipeline be- with Father'John Massel officiat- 
tween Terrace and Prince Rupert. ing. ; : :  ~::~, i~ : :  i 
He also worked in the Terrace 
Co-op sporting goods depannent 
before starting his own business. 
Many people will remember his 
red truck he drove around under 
the name of Miller Contracting. 
Five years ago Lymau had a 
stroke, eventually moving into 
Terraceview Lodge. 
He appreciated the kindness and 
good care given to him while 
A reception folf0wed at the 
church. 
Lyman leaves ito mourn:, his 
wife Stella, and his daughters ~ 
Eileen Birkcdal and Diane Cey'of 
Terrace, Shcrrie Cazes and 
Sharon Quiring of Belize and son 
Barry of Prince George. 
He also leaves behind 17 grand- 
children, two great-grandchildren 
and many friends. 
Weather  Watch  
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information Line: 635-4192 Consultations: 635-3224 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK " Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
:'Nov, 21 :: ,1 4.2 :':: ' 1;9 0 0 " 
• NOv. 22 ': 2.9 ,2,9 ' 0 0 
Nov, 231 ' ' :1:6 : -6 ,1 :0  0 
N0v,~24 . : !'=:. ~:0:5 ::': :5.6.:: :0 : .:O 
NoV.:'25!!(::::.I~ ::::::i0::i : ::::i: :3:7 : ' 0 ::: : : 'O '  
Nov;26': ~ )i'?O:2:~ : : q:4 Trace 24 .0  
'N0v::27 ~ (!: i:i'i: : : :0 :3 '  0 0 '2 .  
Nov '~ ::::,:: 0 :8  ": :: ,1;5 • 7'2 :: 
Nov: 29 . :  ::": i i4iSi: ;( ,0.2":. Z8 %8:! ) 
Novi"35 ';.: : 1A :Tra~e' '  19;8 
:: ~ii2,1 . :  :1.5 0 O 
: .0 Dec. I ~ ..i:. '4.3 . Dec. 2 i. ,: .:~i:iii:i~2~i : ~ : Trace 
. . . .  ?. -,:, ,,. ~ (:;.~';,~-~ 
Dec. 3,:,'. :?:/:--:~!~ ~6,9 ,'] 0 
Dec. 4 (,,:;; :; 0,2~,: 0 
,3.o o o 
Dec.:6!!! °' ::,: :.:: 11i :1.5 1.8 0 
Dec::'/: : ::~::~i: : ..2.3 Trace 0 
DeCi'8,ii:i':.hi' i,~!,i!i~:!6!51:i ; !~1:6 :2 .8  i 0 
::::::::::::::::::::: :: 4,7  2,4 : o 



















Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR : Temp. Temp. (era) (ram) (hrs) 
Nov. 21 r ~ 25:  ~ 0.1 
Nov' 22 :!! :2,3':i: 0:5 
o 
Nov,'24 . . . .  '::, 5'0 :: 1.1 
N0v. 25 :: ! ~4.0 :I.0 
Nov. 26 3.4 0.4 
Nov, 27 : 4.1 1,8 
Nov. 28 : 5,3 -2.0 
Nov, 29' : : 0:: :: ~ -3,1 .... 
Nov. 30 i 2'4: ~ ,:- ' . :-0.6 
De&;'t:! ': ~' i : / :~2 '2 .  
'::Decl 2:, ::11 ::: (i::~ii!3~4 "; /'j: 0.4 , 
Dec.3 ........ i: :9 :2  0.8 
Dec. 4 : "6.3 :::;: 2,9 
Dec, 5 ::.: :,3;4, 0.1 
Dee, 6 ............................................ 0 8 
Dee.:7 : 2;9: :,:;::, 0.6 
Dec: 8 : ' !  i '~::; :t:74:i:~ ::1.1 
Dec.9" ~' ' ::!'/i3 '~ 2'6 
Dec. 10 6.5 2.9 
Dec. 11 , 8.5 2.1 
• Trace 2.1 0 
:012  0~4 0 ° 
5.6 9,5' 
0.2 17.4 0 
0 1.6 0 
0 1'0 0.5 
0 3A 
0 ~16 '9 
2,2 0 
Ot 18.4 ..... 3 ": 
0:: ' ~ :5 
. O 1 
0 ] 






The Knights of Columbus Council 5149 of Terrace is a winner in the 
Columbian and Father McGivney Awards for the 1991-92 fraternal 
year. " 
The FatherMcGivney Award, named for the founder of the interna- 
tional orgatfization, is given in recognition of outstanding membership 
recruitment and retention efforts. 
The Colunthian Award is presented for exeellenca in the sponsorship 
of programs that serve families, Church, youth and community, as well 
as council members. 
The annoUncement was nrade by the l~fights of Columbus interna- 
tional headcluarters ill New Haven, CommctlcUt. District deputy James 
La Bossiere presented the engraved plaque award to the council at a 
ieciai cereinonY in Terrace recently, • " 
~fipremc knight Virgil Dechant, president of the mternattonal orgam- 
zation, pointed to the high standard of excellence achieved and noted 
the dedication to th~ principles and aims of the order displayed by the 
Terrace council. 
Putt ing It 
S imply  . . .  
We Have It 
i l  I l l l  
MUSIC 
New Year's Eve 
• JACK OF CLUBS rings in 1993 at the 
Legion. Price is $20 per person. Tickets at the Lcgi 
ES 
A DRACULA with Anthony 
7:i5 attd 9:30 pro. at the Tillic ! i :: :i ::~ :: YOUR DECOR 
i ace Carpet Walt Disney .nimated featur, |  Terr Centre BODYGUARD;With: Kevln Co . . . . . .  ,, 
: . . . .  :3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W at 9:15 p;ih:'~Y : 
Make the'$Cenel Call 638"7283 or fax to 638~432 TERRACE 
yo~ e~e~ lO41fe Standard's fred entertainment listings, Tliel 635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
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Auto Temperature Control 
sq. ft. 
• FIoOr'nle- i9 Patt~ 
oRGANIZER 
s5 ¸  
Holds 9 Pair 
ACRYLIC .GLASS 
BLOCKS 
s3  ea 
. . , ' , x  , '  • "  
CARPET " 
TILE 
f ,  ' .  
u 
OPEN SUNDAYS! 
Highway 16, East 
CENTREt 
638-8700 Terrace B.C. 
